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Chapter I
FLIGHT PERPORKANCR ADVISORY SYSTERS
For many years, NADC has been concerned with developing
technologies to enhance the perfcruance of Naval aircraft in
all rhases of flight by improving hardware and capabilities.
One cf their most current and urgent efforts is the improve-
sent of fuel consumption characteristics for Naval aircraft.
Specifically, there are six aircraft that represent the
greatest percentage of fuel consumaed. They are the F-4,
P-3, A-6, 1-7, k-4 and the F-i4. Some of the methods con-
sidered to improve the fuel consumption characteristics of
these aiLcraft include engine modifications, changing opera-
tional characteristics, and the design of computer software
that assists the pilot in determining the most efficient
fuel consumption profile to fly at any given moment during a
flight.
The design of fuel efficiency software falls within a
classification called Flight Performance Advisory Systems
(FPKS). Since the hardware/software on-board capabilities
of mcst military aircraft are committed to operational con-
siderations, handheld programmable calculators have been
pressed into service in the cockpit to provide easily acces-
sible flight performance parameters.
-- "
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NADC has set a goal to reduce fuel consumption in Naval air-
craft by five percent through the application of advanced
technologies. The motivation for such a goal is obvious:
the 1973 oil embargo by Arab nations and subsequent inci-
dents sent the cost of fuel skyrocketing and has reduced
supplies on more than one occassion. Methods must be found
to minimize reliance on foreign sources by reducing fuel
consumption rates without affecting training and operational
capatility.
Opportunities exist in the operational profile of any
aircraft to reduce fuel consumption rates by providing the
pilot with a method of determining optimal configurations
for maximum range and maximum endurance. Currently, the
only information available to pilots exists in the NATOPS
Manuals. This information, however, is very limited in
utility because of the bulk of material and its complexity.
The use of information in NATOPS is generally limited to
ready-room research, a practice hardly condusive to enhance-
ment of real-time performance.
I. 1 11kandh4 Zms umkaa 
Inex;ensive calculators have been available in the US market
now for 10 to 15 years. The most recent additions to this
market are programmable calculators, those capable of taking
a set of input parameters and computing a numerical response
with an infinite variety and complexity of equations.
3
By manipulating the data in the NATOPS Manual, equations
can te programmed to return answers to such questions as
what is the correct airspeed to fly max range corrected for
temperature, altitude ana winds.
NADC used the most current ideas in the design of such
programs by formulating a code for the A-71 to be used with
the HP-41CV, an advanced technology calculator manufactured
by Hewlett-Packard. This program served as a prototype for
the efforts which were sponsored by NADC at the Naval Post-
graduate School.
1.1.2 UM Mg.gu 22Um
AE3001, Aircraft Energy Conservation, is a course offered by
the Aeronautical Engineering Department at the Naval Post-
graduate School at least once each year to interested stu-
dents. When offered in the Summer Quarter, 1981, NADC spon-
sored the use of the HP-41C¥ calculator to participating
students who agreed to design programs for their aircraft.
Primary emphasis was placed on programs for the six major
fuel consuming aircraft previously mentioned, but program
designs for cther aircraft were given consideration as well.
Few restrictions were placed cn the design of these pro-
grams. The A-7 code designed by N&DC was made available as
a reference, and lecture material provided background on the
I The work which lead to the development of this program was
originally Derformed by off iceis/enqineers attached to k-7
suadrons at VAS Lemoore. Their in ent was to use regres-
sion analysis on NATOPS data to devise simple equaqions
that could be used in a programmable calculator to provide
pilots v th mission planning data.
need for programs. NADC hoped to learn what fleet experi-
enced aviators really wanted to see in the cockpit, thereby
avoiding needless duplication 3f effort and the presentation
of parameters of limited utility.
Aircraft for which final code were submitted include the
F-14, S-3, SH-3, A-6, EA-6B, E-2B, E-2C, A-4, and the F-4.
This author designed the program for the E-2C.
1.2 TZg J -Q11j4C LaS
The calculator code developed for the E-2C was designed pri-
marily using information available in Chapter 11 of the E-2C
NATOPS Manual. There are at least two reasons for this.
1. Information available from the manufacturer is gener-
ally not available in a convenient format or is
closely held as proprietary.
2. The NATOPS Manual is, very simply, supposed to be the
final word for aviators needing to know information
about their aircraft. Other sources cannot be relied
upon unless officially sanctioned. Most of that ma-
terial is generally not available in a squadron.
The original E-2C program was designed to provide the pi-
lot vith max range and max endurance airspeeds to fly for
any given set of input parameters read from cockpit instru-
ments during flight. Equations were devised by using re-
gression analysis on specific range charts for the clean and
10 degrees flaps configurations. Corrections applied for
altitude, temperature and winds at altitude adjusted the ca-
librated airspeed to an appropriate indicated airspeed.
Cruise ceiling, the optimal altitude for max range flight,
was also computed.
Parameters needed by the program are requested in an in-
teractive manner by the calculator, which is capable of dis-
playing words as well as numbers. Elapsed time from input
of the last cf five requested input parameters to output of
the indicated airspeed to fly is less than 30 seconds. Fuel
flow and iadicated shaft horsepower to fly the indi, ted
airspeed are also computed and presented at the end c the
program. Additionally, a data algorithm allowed the )t
to ccmpute fuel, time and distance to go for a given a .It
of fuel on board. Climb and descent information is not com-
puted by the program.
The program and report for the E-2C code were submitted
to the instructor and NkDC at the end of the quarter with a
short presentation by each student. Two engineers from MADC
listened to each presentation and pressed for additional in-
formation. One conclusion reached by virtually all students
and conveyed to NkDC, however, was that the opportunities
for ship based aircraft tc use a calculator that computes
max range and max endurance parameters is probably limited.
in -1J4 looks like an E-2 looks like an S-3 in that each
aircraft generally flies mission profiles that do not allow
use cf fuel efficiency codes. Only those short periods of
time during transits to or from station, or during holding
6
in marshall, will any of these aircraft need max range or
max endurance information. A concern was also expressed re-
garding the use of a device in a single seat aircraft that
requires the pilot to divert attention away from outside the
aircraft. 2
1. 2. 1 0o 2 o jhj Z-_!2C
Early in Octcber, 1981, the E-2C ?PAS calculator was taken
n a flight by an instructor at RVAW-110, the E-2B/E-2C
Fleet Replacement Training Squadron for the West Coast at
NAS Miramar. The original intent of the flight was to det-
ermine if selected output parameters matched the performance
of the aircraft. Before such a determination could be made,
however, the energy field3 created by passage of the main
beam of the radar over the cockpit rendered the calculator
unusable. It was later determined that all program flags
were set by the energy field. One of those flags turns the
calculator off. Operation was restored after the flight by
reseating the batteries. No damage occured to the calcula-
tor cr memory, and loaded programs remained intact. RON
chips installed in the calculator were not affected, either.
2 Additionally, the calculator could not be of any benefit
during low level navigation or formation flying because of
he exter.al concen ration renl.red. CIculators for
+fghter ano attack aircraft w.l probably gain greatest
acceptance as a ready room mission planning aid.
3 Grumman engineers have assured E-2 flight crew that the
microwave enerqy field that sweeps through the cockpit is
not a health Razard. The transitory nature of the beam
results in radiation levels less than specified by stan-
dards.
7
During these tests, several aviators in the squadron be-
came interested in the effort and suggested several other
ways a calculator could be used. many of those ideas cen-
tered around safety of flight information such as determina-
tion of BINGO fuel required data, cross wind landing limita-
tions, and calculation of refusal speed for takeoff.
1.2.2 Diretag Studie
During subsequent months, several ideas were generated to
cope with informally defined problems with the E-2C FP&S.
But no effort could be made without a formal work structure.
Professor A.E. Fuhs, who conducted the AE3001 course during
the Summer 1981 Quarter, consented to sponsor further work
regarding the E-2C program. NADC also provided sponsorship
and assistance. Drawing upon several ideas generated bet-
ween September 1981 and the beginning of the Spring 1982
Quarter, the following research items were agreed upon as a
format for a one-time AE4900, Directed Studies in Aeronauti-
cal Engineering.
1.2.2.1 E-2C/HP-41CV FPAS Continuation
Work was to be resumed on the E-2C program to redefine pro-
gram objectives. Primarily, the code was to be simplified
by eliminating the 10 degrees of flaps information, adding a
descent profile, and possibly eliminating unneeded or unre-
liable parameters such as fuel flow and horsepower readouts.
8
1.2.2.2 INI Effects on the qP-41CT
Electromagnetic interference effects required several simple
nethcds of protecting the HP-41CV from the energy field in
cockpit. Possible methods include foil shielding, a metal
keyboard mask, and metal-laminated transparent bags.
1.2.2.3 1-2B and C-21 FPAS Programs
Since the flight characteristics of each of the three air-
craft are similar, efforts to design standardized programs
for each aircraft would be relatively simple. The E-2B pro-
gram could rely on equations already developed by another
student. The C-2A program would have to rely on development
of equations patterned after the work on the B-2C.
1.2.2.Q Safety of Flight Programs
The cne program most E-2 aviators considered most useful is
quick and reliable access to DIBNGO fuel required. Again,
design of a program for the E-2C would provide a guideline
for programs for the other two aircraft.
1.2.2.5 Examination of Other Calculators
Since it appeared the HP-41CV might have difficulties coping
with the E-2 environment, the possibility of using other
types of advanced technology calculators or pocket sized
computers was considered. This idea did not work out, how-
ever, due to lack of funding.
Chapter II
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Prior to discussing the programs, an understanding of the
hardware and methodologies is necessary. As mentioned pre-
viously, handheld programmable calculators are available
that will perform a variety of computations in an interac-
tive manner. Since many types of calculators can be used
for any given situation, a full explanation of why the
HP-41iCY is used for the FPAS program is in order.
A short discussion of regression analysis is also includ-
ed to familiarize the reader with the methodology used to
obtain equations for use in the FPAS programs.
2. 1 IJ Rs
Handheld programmable calulators go far beyond the realm of
"four-bangers", those calculators that perform simple addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division. One step
beyond that capability includes calculators with at least
one memory for temporary, volatile' storage of numbers used
in a hand-fed computation sequence.
Programmable calculators include those with sore than one
memory location, each of which can be accessed by a sequenc-
ing cperation that "reads" an instruction and performs a de-
sired operation, then moves on to the next instruction. Ob-
4 Volatile generally means that any data stored in memory
will be lost when power to the calculator is turned off.
-9-
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viously, these calculators are more complicated to learn to
use, but certainly not impossible. Various predefined
mathematical operations are also included such as sine, co-
sine, tangent, log, etc.
Prior to the HP-41, programmable calculators were strict-
ly "number crunchers". The user had to know where the cal-
culator's program was operating in order to interpret a num-
erical output. Peripheral printers aided the effort,
however, by providing a limited interactive, word presenta-
tion capability. The TI-59 is probably the best example of
this type of calculator. Some TI-59's have been used for
FP&S programs, notably one for the kV-8 Harrier. A special
mask is used to identify redefined key functions. A special
ROM chip, designed especially for the Harrier, makes the
program non-volatile.
The RP-41 improves programmable capability considerably.
Hevlett-Packard originally issued this calculator as the
HP-41C, but later responded to market pressure with the
HP-41CV. The two calculators are identical except for the
smaller initial memory size of the "C" model. The "CV" has
apprcziately 2.2K of RAN,$ or 319 registers. Each key
' Random Access eory (RAN) refers to memory in a cc mputer
that is used to perform tran sitory operations and store
instructions and sata temporarily. Read only Memory (RON)
is not accessible to the user. Ron generally contains ma-
chine dedicated code for use by the ,rocesslng unit. ROB
mar also be used to permanently store program code in
no -volatle memory.
represents three or four functions, depending on the mode
selected. Variables are stored in registers and are either
stored or recalled by I rogras code. The ALPHA mode is used
to define alpha-nuaeric titles or labels that access certain
information or spell out interactive wording to which the
user responds. The program mode, PRGO on the calculator,
allows the user to enter code for late: execution. Keys can
be assigned program accessing functions so that execution
can be initiated easily when in the USER mode.
The calculator's arithmetic operations are conducted in
Reverse Polish Notation. RPY eliaina'.es the need for coa-
plicated, parenthetically nested equations. Although diffe-
rent from the method of operating a standard calculator, its
use can be learned in a few short steps.
Dccumentation for the calculator is better than average
and contains few ambiguities. An interested user can learn
enough about the calculator to perform relatively sophisti-
cated programming in about one day. Usage of the PPAS pro-
grams requires no special knowledge about the calculator and
can be briefed in less than 15 minutes.
Pigure 1, reproduced by permission from Hewlett-Packard,
shove the calculator keyboard layout and major functions.
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:og and it cointains the .tlobal fALPHA)
lahels and END instruicttos of programs
stored in program memory. The catialog is
positioned in memory' to the displayed pro-
gramn [abets during the listing oft caualog 1.
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<.reksicr itr-3i sheld down while HP-4 IC
dos tasercea.Figure 1: The HP-41CV
Courtesy of Hewlett-Packard Co.
2. 1.*2 Exten.4t FunctiAgasorL
Hewlett-Packard recently introduced ROM nodules which can be
pluqged into RP-'I1CV 1/0 ports to expand the memory storage
capability. The calculator used in this research was sup-
plied with one Extended Functions module and two Extended
13
Memory modules. The Extended Functions module increases the
number of commands that can be accessed directly by the user
or by program code. Executable sizing functions can be used
to repartition register allocations for different programs.
The Extended Memory modules are used to store program
code not currently in use in main memory. Only programs in
the main memory of the calculator can be operated. The Ex-
tended Memory modules can be considered similar to disk
drives on a microcomputer for mass storage of programs and
data. The programs are accessed and loaded into main memory
when called.
Early on in the design of the FPAS programs at NPS, most
program designers realized that the main memory (2.2KB RAM)
was not sufficient to handle programs without the use of
either two calculators to perform different sections or com-
promise of the accuracy. For the E-2 and C-2 programs de-
signed for this project, a control program is resident in
main memory that calls the desired program from Extended Me-
mory, repartitions the register space as required, and plac-
es the program into main memory for operation by the user.
Uhen a different program is needed, the current main memory
program is erased, and the new one loaded. The Extended me-
mory modules function essentially like ROM chips; loaded
programs remain intact, even when accessed by the main memo-
ry program. Fortunately, however, the programs can be modi-
fled when required by altering the main memory program and
writing over the program stored in Extended Memory.
The Extended Memory programs loaded for each of the three
programs written for this project include the FPIS, a BINGO
program, and a CROSSWIND LIMITATIONS program. The code for
each program has been "tightened" sufficiently to allow the
addition of two or three small programs in the future.&
2.2 SSULXOAALSI
Regression analysis allows researchers to take a given set
of data with an apparent functional relationship and devise
an equation that will describe that relationship. The equa-
tion approximates the data for any given independent varia-
ble by determining coefficients for a selected equation
form. For instance, one might assume a first order rela-
tionship for data of a form such as y = a + bx; x is the in-
dependent variable and a and b are the coefficients deter-
mined by the regression analysis. y is the dependent
variable which approximates the desired value. With regres-
sion analysis, a set of x and y value pairs are known and
the a and b ccefficients are determined. Differences bet-
ween the approximated values of y and the actual value is
the residual. any regression routine will seek to minimize
the residual.
' The Extended Functions module and two Extended Memory mo-
dules add about LKB of memory to the HP-41CV for a total
of 6.2KB. The current setup of programs for the E-2C
leaves 109 registers available in Exteded Memory for fu-t ure programs.
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Regressicn analysis cf ten requires the consideration of
two cr more independent variables, a process called multiple
linear regression. The equations devised for the E-2/C-2
FPAS programs required use of multiple variables. For ins-
tance, the calibrated airspeed to define no-wind, max range
values is a function of aircraft gross weight (GW) and pres-
sure altitude (PA). The Minitab program, resident on the
IBM370/3033 at the Naval Postgraduate School, was used to
formulate appropriate equations.
Simpler relationships involving one variable or easily
recoginized functional relationship patterns were regressed




Since the E-2C program was used as the control program to
devise codes for the other two aircraft, a more complete de-
scription of these codes will be presented here. Flowcharts
and a listing of program code are presented after each de-
scriation rather than in separate appendices to avoid confu-
sion.
3.1 _U k2.G LM PROG _
The E-2C Flight Performace Advisory Program is called by the
main memory accessing program from Extended Memory and load-
ed into main memory in about 30 seconds. The flow chart
should be referenced to understand the theory of operation.
3. 1. * 1 _ In . on
Program operation is initiated by pressing the START key at
the upper left corner of the keyboard.7 The program will
display "002-2C FPAS*O" for about one second, then proceed
to request ne.ded information with the following displays:
1. "BASIC UT - ?", then
2. "CARGO VT a ?0, then
3. 010. CRE1 ?".
Sutsequently, keys will be referred to by a coded position
based on a row/column numbering system. The START key is
on row 1, oolumn 1* hence, key 11. There are 8 rows with




Each label will stop program operation until the user res-
ponds by keying in the appropriate number. Program opera-
tion proceeds to the next label when Run/Stop (R/S: key 84)
is pressed after each numerical entry.
Finally, OPROPILER" is displayed, asking the user to select
one cf three modes of operation: RANGE, ENDURANCE, or
DESCENT.
3.1.2 RANG
Pressing the RANGE key (12) initiates the calculation of
maximum range indicated airspeed to fly corrected for alti-
tude, temperature and winds at altitude. Upon pressing the
key, "*1AX RkNGE* displays as an echo check verification
of the selection, followed by:
1. *ALT - FT?", enter current altitude from the altime-
ter;
2- "OAT - C", outside air temperature in degrees centi-
grade (the CHS (change sign) key (42) places a nega-
tive sign in front of a number);
3. "IAS - KTS?", current indicated airspeed in knots
(this number is used to correct OAT for heating ef-
fects on the temperature probe)
4. "FUE - LBS?0, total fuel weight re.ad from the quan-
tity gages.
Each of these parameters are loaded into appropriate regis-
t ers for later access by the program. Temperature deviation
(TDEV), a function of OAT and altitude (PA), is then calcu-
lated for use in a Cruise Ceiling (CC) calculation, a func-
tion of TDEV and Gross Weight (GW). Sax Range Calibrated
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Airspeed (HRCAS), from the NATOPS charts, is then computed
as a function of PA and GW.
The inverse of SQRT sigma (SSI) is calculated and stored
for use in later true airspeed (TAS) computations. A com-
pressibility correction based on PA and CAS is also comput-
ed.
Winds are accounted for by asking the user if the ground
speed is available (from CAINS or TACAN calculations). Res-
ponse is with the YES or NO keys, (15) or (25). The label
will read "GSAVAIL? Y/1". If yes, the program will ask
"GS a KTS?O; enter the value and press R/S. If no, the pro-
gram will respond, "INPUT WINDS.."; the dots indicate a tem-
porary label with a query to follow.
1.. "WIND DIR U ?", enter forecast or computed winds in
degrees, 001 to 360;
2. "WIND VEL - ?", enter forecast or computed winds in
knots;
3. "A/C HDG = ?", enter aircraft heading in degrees, 001
to 360.
Headwind calculations are a function of TAS based indi-
cated airspeed (TASi). After determining if the headwind is
positive or negative (tailwind), corrections are applied to
the CAS to adjust for winds. This value is then corrected
for compressibility and stored for later display. The cal-
culator then displays, "*DATA READY*".
193.1.3 UDIq
The ENDURANCE profile functions much the same way as the
RANGE profile. Subroutine AIOFG again asks for altitude,
airspeed, OAT, and fuel weight, then calculates gross
weight. Max endurance is easily calculated as a function of
gross weight only. Headwind corrections, obviously, are not
perfcrued.
Equivalent (indicated)' airspeed and true airspeed are
then calculated and stored for later display.
3.1.4 DZSCZi
The £ESCENT profile calculates an indicated airspeed to fly
a max range descent such as might be used during a BINGO to
a shcre based field. Headwind corrections have been incor-
porated into this algorithm; the assumption is made, howev-
er, that the RANGE profile has been run at least once prior
to DESCENT so that an approximate headwind correction can be
applied.
When selected, the DESCENT profile initially asks for
present altitude, then fuel wieght, then the desired level
off altitude. Gross weight is calculated and stored.
Since the charts in the NATOPS manual show a weight only
dependency above 10000 feet and a weight and altitude depen-
dency below 10000 feet, the program determines whether pre-
sent altitude is above or below 10000 and uses the correct
* Position error corrections for each of the three aircraft
are egligible and not computed. Hence, EAS is approxi-
mately equal to IRS.
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set cf equaticns to determine the CAS. Headwind corrections
are then applied, and indicated airspeed is calculated.
Descent distance, the distance from the field to start ths
descent, is calculated as a function of present altitude and
level-off altitude.
Stored values are then displayed in a short routine that
also warns the user to increase IAS 1 knot per 1000 feet be-
low 10000 feet. A label also warns the pilot to use 500 SHP
for the descent. Readers will note that the NATOPS manual
specifies flight idle. The 500 SHP value was chosen because
of the common knowledge ability to simulate feathered flight
by using 500 SHP.'
3.1.5 D AT
The EATA algorithm can be called at any time to display the
values calculated for the latest run of the RANGE or
ENDURANCE profiles. The DESCENT profile displays its own
values separately.
If the RANGE profile was the most recently run selection,
the CATA algorithm will display a recommended IAS to fly max
range,10 followed by several other parameters of interest.
9 The exact value of SHP to use can be determined in flight
in the following manner. At a given altitude with one en-
qine feathered trim the aircraft for straight and level
flight at the IAS specified for max fane descent at that
weifht and altitude. Wit hout retrmmi ng, restart the
feahered engine and adjust its p ower setting to that re-
juired to duplicate the flight c nditions previously set
for athered flight. Note-the SHP on the restarted en-
gin and use this value. Several aircraft should be test-
ed In this manner to arrive at a nominal value.
10 There ex* t an AOA to fly max r~nge at any weight (no
wind condltions). Informal tests in,!lcate this A3A to e
about 16 units.
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Each value may be observed by pressing R/S to proceed to the
next. After all values have been seen, the program will cy-
cle tack to the NRIAS value again.
3.1.6 Z-2 ZZ S Flowcharts
The following nine pages present the E-2C FPAS algorithm in
flowchart format for a conceptual understanding of program
operation. Numbers adjacent to function blocks refer to
line numbers in the FPAS code that follows.
22
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2-2C FPLS/HP-41CV Code (June 1982; 1/3)
1LBL STF" 51 * 191 STO 15
@2 CF 61 52 * 102 RCL @4
03 CF 92 53 CHS 103 661.7
04 CF 03 54:39 14 /
5 CF @4 55 RCL 05 105 Xt2
96 CLRG 56 - 106 .2
87 **E2C FPAS**" 57 78.67 107 *
8 WIEN 58 * ISO I
69 PSE 59 + 109 +
19 *BASIC MT = 7' 68 58486 119 3.5
11 PROMPT 61 + III YtX
12 STO 80 62 100 112 1
13 *CARGO WT = 63 / 113 -
14 PROMPT 64 INT 114 RCL 15
15 + 65 199 115 1/X
16 STO 8 66 * 
116 *
17 'NO. CRE :" 67 STO 6 117 1
18 PROMPT 68 179.67 118 +
19 260 69 RCL 82 119 .286
2* 76 173 E-5 12B YtX
21 RCL N 71 * 121 1
22 + 72 - 122 -
23 STO 0 73 RCL 81 123 5
24 "PROFILE?* 74 816 E-6 124 *
25 PROMPT 75 * 125 STO 68
26LBL 8 76 + 126 .2
27 SF 61 77 RCL 61 127 *
28 CF 92 78 Xt2 128 1
29 CF 63 79 RCL 62 129 +
3 **M RGE*" 8 Xt2 13 I/X
31 WVIEN 81 516 E-28 131 RCL $3
32 PSE 82 * 132 *
33 XE9 98 83 * 133 STO 89
34 RCL 63 84 + 134 1936 E-6
35 15 85 RCL 92 135 *
36 - 86 1 E-3 136 RCL 02
37RCL O2 87 * 137 150
38198 E-5 88 LN 138 -
39 * 89 3.074 139 2112 E-8
48 + 99 * 140 *
41 STO 05 91 - 141 +
42 36 92 STO 13 142 EtX
43 RCL 05 93*LBL 91 143 .982
44 94 RCL 2 144 *
45 -.831 95 -6875 E-9 145 STO 18
46 s % * 146 FS? 91
47 ! 97 1 147 GTO 03
48 + 98 + 148 GTO 10
49 .785 99 5.2563 149*LBL 62
50 RCL 01 180 YtX 158 RCL 02
32
-2C/PflS SP-#1CT Code (June 1982; 2/3)
151 91 E-6 201 - 251 STO 81
152 * 262 STO 16 252 RTH
153 EtX 293 RCL 12 253#L1 C
154 1 E-7 24.8L 05 254 SF 82
155 * 295 X(9? 255 CF 81
156 RCL 13 296 CTO 87 256 CF 03
157 2.852 297.BL 86 257 "**MX ENDUR*"
158 YtX 288 .5 258 RV[EN
159. 209 RCL 02 259 PSE
160 STO 87 219 1 E-5 266 XE0 8
161 RTH 211 * 261.L8 09
162*#LS 83 212 - 262 65
163 RCL 84 213 RCL 12 263 RCL 1
164 RCL 1@ 214 264 125 E-5
165 * 215 RCL 13 265 *
166 SO It 216 + 266 +
167'LBL 84 217 STO 13 267 STO 13
168 GS,AVAIL? YIN" 218 FS? 83 268 GTO 91
169 PROMPT 219 CTO 13 269*LBL 18
17,#.BL E 228 GTO 10 276 XEG 82
171 GS = KTS?" 221*BL 87 271 RI..L 13
172 PROMPT 222 .3 272 RCL 87
173 STO 16 223 RCL 02 273 -
174 RCL It 224 5 E-6 274 STO 14
175 RCL 16 225 * 275 RCL 19
176 - 226 - 276 *
177 STO 12 227 RCL 12 277 STO It
178 GTO 05 228 * 278 BEEP
1791.81 J 229 RCL 13 279 "*DATA READY*"
18 1 IPUT HINDS.." 239 + 288 PROMPT
181 AVIEN 231 STO 13 281 GTO F
182 PSE 232 FS? 83 282LBL D
183 "MIND DIR =" 233 RTH 283 SF 93
184 PROMPT 234 GTO 18 284 CF 91
185 STO 17 235,LL 88 285 CF 82
186 "HIND ,EL = ?" 236 "ALT = FT?" 286 "*MR DESCENT*"
187 PROMPT 237 PROMPT 287 AVIE
188 STO 18 238 X(9? 288 PSE
189 "A/C ND C " 239 18 289 "iLT = FT?"
19 PROMPT 248 STO 82 291 PROMPT
191 STO 19 241 'OAT = C?" 291 STO 82
192 RCL 17 242 PROMPT 292 "FUEL = LBS?"
193 - 243 STO 63 293 PROMPT
194A S 244 "IAS = KTS?" 294 RCL 00
195 COS 245 PROMPT 295 +
I% CL 18 246 STO 04 2% STO 601
197 * 247 "FUEL LBS?" 297 "1/0 ALT
190 STO 12 248 PROMPT 298 PROMPT
I99 RCL 11 249 RCL N 299 STO 28
209 RCL 12 258 * 388 I9
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E-2C/PAS EP-QCV Code (June 1982; 3/3)
381 RCL 82 351 SF @4 481 AVIEN
382 X)Y9  352 'USE 588 S " 482 PSE
383 GTO t 353 AVIEM 483 GTO 18
384 XEQ 16 354 PSE 404,BL 19
385 RCL 82 355,LBL 15 485 *RCIID ME 1AS"
306 .881 356 "MRI IRS=' 406 AVIEM
387 * 357 ARCL 14 407 PSE
388 - 358 PROMPT 488 '+PRESENT ALT'
389 1@ 359 GTO 14 489 RVIEI
318 + 368#1.8L 16 418 PSE
311 GTO 12 361 RCL 81 411L.BL 20
312,1,.1L I1 362 32687 E-10 412 "HE IR='
313 XEQ 16 363 * 413 MRCL 14
3144.BL 12 364 EtX 414 PROMPT
315 STO 13 365 138.4677 415 'G=
316 RCL 12 366 s 416 ARCL 1
317 X)8? 367 RTH 417 PROMPT
318 GTO 86 368*BL F 418 'UPDATE e 38M*
319 XEG 87 369 FIX 8 419 AVIEM
320LBL 13 378 FS? 81 428 PSE
321 XEQ 82 371 GTO 17 421 GTO 28
322 PCL 13 372 FC? 81 422*LBL G
323 RCL 87 373 GTO 19 423 CF 88
324 - 374#LBL 17 424 CF Of
325 STO 14 375 *RCMV MR lAS" 425 CF 82
326 .@0233 376 AIVER 426 CF 83
327 CL 82 377 PSE 427 CF 84
328 RCL 28 378 '*PRESENT ALT' 428 FIX 4
329 - 379 AVIEM 429 CLX
338 * 388 PSE 438 .END.
331 STO 28 381*LBL 18
332.BL 14 382 I*MR [gS='
333 FIX 8 383 ARCL 14
334 "ISNTDIST=" 384 PROMPT
335 RCL 28 385 '*MR TS="
336 PROMPT 386 ARCL I1
337 FS? 84 387 PROMPT
338 GTO 15 388 " X = *
339 " ** NOTE r 389 0CL 12
344 AVIEN 39! PROMPT
341 PSE 391 'RCMD CRS CLG*
342 *BELOW IK FT' 392 AVIEM
343 AWIEII 393 PSE
344 PSE 30' 'CC:
345 INCMR1 IAS" 395 1RCL 86
346 AVIEW 3% PROMPT
347 PSE 397 "GN = *
348 '1 KT/IOWT" 398 ARCL 1
349 AVIEI 399 PROMPT
358 PSE 48 "UPDATE e 38M'
34
3-. *8 Y!nablg Lg~tioR and :Gvrnn Igations
3.1.8.1 Variable Register Locations
The following variables are applicable to all three FPAS
programs.
BW - R00 (Basic Weight)
GM - R01 (Gross Weight)
PA - R02 (Pressure Altitude)
OAT - R03 (Outside Air Temp)
IAS - R04 (Indicated Airspeed)
TDEV - ROS (Temp Deviation)
CC - R06 (Cruise Ceiling)
DVC - R07 (Delta Vc; Compressibility Correction)
M2 - R08 (Mach Number Squared)
TA - R09 (Ambient Temperature)
SSI - B10 (SQET Sigma Inverse)
TAS - R11 (True Airspeed)
HW - R12 (Headwind)
CAS - B13 (Calibrated Airspeed)
EAS - R14 (Equivalent Airspeed)
GS - R16 (Groundspeed)
WD - R17 (Wind Direction)
WV - R18 (Wind Velocity)
HDG - R19 (Aircraft Heading)
LOPA - R20 (Level off altitude)
3.1.8.2 Governing Equations
Single asterisks "*" imply multiplication, double ,,R" imply
exporent.
Temperature Deviation: TDIT - f (OA2,PAI
IDEV a OAT - 15 + (198E-5) (PA)
Cruise Ceiling: CC = f(TDEV*GV)
CC = 58480 + 78.67(30-TDEV) -
- (1-0.0031(30-TDEV)) (0.705) (GW)
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Max Range Calibrated Airspeed: MRCkS =f(PA*GV)
MCS= 179.67 - (173E-5) (PA) + (816E-6) (GV)
+ (5 16E- 20) (PA) *ek2(3 V) **2
- 3.O7L4LN(PA E-3)
Mlax Indurance Calibrated Airspeed: MECAS f (GW)
MECAS = 65 + (125E-5) (GU)
Delta, Atmospheric Pressure Ratio: p/po f(PL)
p/po = (1-(6875E-9) (PA)) 0*5. 2563
Bach Number Squared: 82 - f (p/po, I&S)
H= 5((po/p((1+.2(IAS/661.7)**2)**3.5-1)+)bO.286-1)
Ambient Temperature: TA = f(OAT,1121
TA =OAT/(1-.2*M2)
SQIT Sigma Inverse: SSI =f(T&. PA)
S5I = .982exp((1936E-6) (TA) + (2112E-8) (PA-1500))
Delta Ic (Coup Corr): DVC - f (P ACAS)
rye = ((1E-7) exp (91E-6) (PA)) CAs**2.852)
lAS Cependent TAS: TASi
1ASi w lAS * SSI
Beadvind: RV
EI aTASi - GS
CAS Corrected for Headvind: CAS+fli
CAS*HIW = CAS + (.5-(PAIE-5) (Hi)
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CIS Corrected for Tailvind: CIS-HU
CAS-HV = CAS + (.3-(PA)5E-6) (Hf)
Equivalent Airspeed: RAS
EAS - CAS - DVC
True Airspeed: TAS
TAS = EAS * SSI
flax ange Descent CIS (>10000): MRDCAS , f (GE)
ORDCAS - 130.4 6 7 7 eip ((GW) (32687E-10))
Max gange Descent CAS (<10000): BRDCAS f (G) +f (PA)
ORDCS = 130.467 7 exp ((GE) (32687E-10))
. 10 - .001 (PA)
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3.2 II 1=29 IU1_2 PROGRAM
First efforts to design a BINGO program for the E-2C includ-
ed use of regression analysis to approximate the values
listed in the BINGO charts. This effort was abandoned early
on as being impractical and inaccurate. The charts are al-
ready rounded off the nearest five pound increment and the
exact method used to compute the original values is unknown.
The method used in this report is to load all the values
of fuel required and time required into a data set, then use
a calculator program to access the correct value. There are
seven configurations; only the boldface fuel required values
are used. All other values are disregarded. Sorting algor-
ithms are used to determine the correct recommended altitude
to fly and similar methods are used to calculate the appro-
priate address for indirect addressing of the correct fuel-
Zequired:tine-required value.
Interpolation calculates fuel and time required for va-
lues not explicitly shown in the charts. No corrections are
made for headwinds or tailwinds. Since fuel required and
time required are stored in the data set as a decimal num-
ber, integer functions and appropriate calrlations are used
to separate the indirectly accessed value for storage and
display.
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3.2.1 .z y 2 QE3 
Ae 
.8
The EINGO program can be easily selected by the user by
pressing the shift key, then key 21. The program loads and
is ready for use in about 30 seconds. Once loaded, START is
prqssed. An echo check is displayed, "00E2C BINGO*", fol-
loved by a request for "DIST TO GO?". Then, "SELECT..,
ENGS, GE, FLPS".
At this point, the pilot determines the probable configu-
raticn for any BINGO situation that might arise. Generally,
two engines, gear up and flaps up can be assumed. If, how-
ever, the aircraft was experiencing a stuck flaps or gear
down situaticn, those configurations could also be selected.
Time permitting, fuel and time required for all seven co-
nfigurations could be requested and written down in a short
amount of time.
The 2E key is now pressed, followed by GU, then FU. Pro-
gram operation will proceed to display "TF, IFR?" so that
1000 pounds can be added to the fuel required if IFR is se-
lected. After the VFR or IFR key is pressed, program opera-
tion proceeds automatically without user assistance. The
correct value of fuel and time required tre selected by the
program and stored for display. Flowchart operation is pic-
tured in the following pages. Fuel required, time required,
recommended altitude to fly, initial sea level TIS to fly, a
climb schedule airspeed correction, and initial power set-
ting are all displayed to the user.
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3.2.2 tu IXIio
The current program configuration performs exactly what the
pilct would find if the pocket checklist was used. The ad-
vantage to using the calculator is the ability to chose new
configurations without sorting through several pages of con-
figurations scattered in the checklist booklet. The check-
list booklet has ilways been somewhat difficult to use:
hopefully, the calculator will ease that problem somewhat.
The next modification to this program, a subject of fu-
ture research, will be to incorporate headwind and tailwind
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E-2C BIIGO/HP-4I1CT Code (June 1982# 1/4)
81*LBL "STB" 51 CF 7 
191 GTO 91
02 CF 81 52 CF 08 
102 FS? 06
3CF2 53 SF 05 163 GTO 9394 CF 83 54 'FLAPS UP.." 104 FS? 87
65 CF 4 55 AVIEW 105 GTO 04
06 CF 05 56 PSE 106 GTO 5
97 CF 96 57 GTO 98 t7oLBL 61
8 CF 7 58 LBL 1 1 9 SF 8 3
9 "sE2C BINGO* 59 CF 95 t@ CF 83
19 AVIEW 60 CF 7 119 CF 5
It PSE 61 CF 8 112 XEQ 12
12 DIST TO GO 62 SF 6 112 XEQ 13
13 PROIPT 63 *FL PS I/3.." 113 XE9 14
14 STO N 64 AVIEW 114 GTO 16
15 "SELECT.." 65 PSE 115LBL 92
16 AVIEW 66 GTO 98 116 CF 05
17 PSE 67*LBL *F23" 117 SF 92
18 -EN;S, GR, FLPS" 68 CF 95 118 -29990 FT"
19 PROPT 69 CF 96 119 XEQ 19
29.LSL 8 79 CF 98 121 b9
21 CF 2 71 SF 7 121 XEQ24
22 "2 EHGS" 72 'FLAPS 2/3.." 122 39
23 PROMPT 73 AVIEW 123 XEQ 
11
24LBL G 74 PSE 124 CTO 6
25 SF H0 75 GTO 98 1256LBL 93
26 -SINGLE ENG..." 76.LBL -FO" 126 CF 96
27 AVIEW 77 CF 5 127 XEQ 12
28 PSE 78 CF 96 
128 XEQ 13
29 -**WARNING*" 79 CF 87 129 XEQ 14
30 QVIEN 98 CF 98 139 GTO 16
31 "SE=GU,FU,OHLY.. 81 -FLAPS DOWN..." 131*LBL 94
32 AVIEM 82 VIEW 132 CF %733PVE 83 PSE 133 CF @3
34 TO 88 84.LBL 68 134 SF 94
35 GT. C 85 " VFR, IFR '" 135 "259W FT"
36 SF 93 86 PROPT 136 XE 19
37 -GEAR UP" 87LBL E 137 119
38 PROPT 88 CTO 99 138 XEQ I
!9'.8L H 89*LL J 139 "2W09 FT"48 CF 3 '9 SF 10 14 XEQ I
41 GEAR DON.." 91LBL 99 141 79
42 AVIEW 92 FS? 98 142 XEQ 24
43PSE 93 GTO 67 143 39
44 "-SLECT.." 94 FS? 03 144 XEQ 11
45 AVIEM 95 GTO 22 145 GTO 1646 PSE % FS? 05 '.46LBL 05
47 -FU/Fl ONLY" 97 GTO 02 147 CF 93
48 PROMPT 98 GTO 6 i48 SF 05
49*.L D 99LBL 22 149 
258e FT"
58 CF 96 1@ FS? 05 150 XED 
1
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E-2C BhIGO/HP-41CV Code (June 1982, 2/4)
151 139 201 139 
251 INT
152 XEQ 11 202 XEQ 11 
252 STO 03
153 XEQ 13 203 RTH 
253 -
154 XEQ 14 294B1L 13 
254 STO 02
155 GTO 16 205 "2900 FT' 
255 RCL 83
156#4BL @6 206 XEQ 10 257 GTO 20
157 SF 06 207 69 258LBL 19
158 "15 FT 208 XEG 11
159 XEG 10 209 RT 
259 RCL
168 69 219918 14 
260 28
161 XEQ 24 211 '100 FT" 
261 /
162 49 212 KEQ 10 
262 ENTERt
163 XEG 11 213 49 263 [MI
164 "50 FT" 214 XEG 11 264 ST0 03
165 XEG 10 215 RTN 
265 -
166 39 216&BL 
15 266 STO 82
167 XEQ 11 217 CF 10 
267 RCL 3
168 GTO 16 218 10 268 2
169#BL 87 219 + 
269#LBL 29
170 CF @8 229 RTH 
278 +
171 SF 07 221LBL 
16 271 FS? 01
172 "1500 FT 222 " 
SEA LEVEL" 272 7
173 XEG 10 223 XEQ 18 
273 FS? 82
174 139 224 8 275 FS? 03
175 XEQ 24 225 XEG 11 2765
176 99 226.81L 17 
277 PS' 04
177 XEQ 11 227 RCL 00 
278 64
178 " 5080 FT" 228 101 
278 64
179 XEQ 19 229 X>Y? 
279 FS? 85
180 59 230 GTO 18 
281 83
181 XEQ I 231 X{>Y 
281 FS1 6
182 GTO 16 232 201 
282 182
183*LB8 10 233 X>Y? 284 121
184 ASTO 01 234 GTO 19 285 +
185 ASHF 235 RCL 0 286 510 03
186 PSTO 07 236 50 287 RO IND K
187 RTN 237 / 288 RL
188LBL 11 238 ENTERt 288 ENTERt
189 RCL 0 239 INT 289 [MT
I X>Y-) 248 STO 83 
29 STO 04291-
191 GTO 17 241 -
292 10 05
192 RIN 242 STO 82 
292
193#RBL 24 243 RCL 03 
294 51+ 03
194 XEQ It 
244 11
195 "100 FT" 245 GTO 20 
295 RCL IND @3
I% XEQ 10 2461LBL 18 
2% ENTERt
197 RT 247 RCL @ 
297 INT
198B 12 248 10 
298 STO 06
I" "30WP FT 249 / 
299-
200 XEG 10 250 ENTERt 
3@0 STO 83
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X-2C BIUGO/HP-4ICV Code (June 1982, 
3/41
R26= 4,375.138
391 RCL 86 351 169 R27z 1,275.984
302 RCL 94 352 FS!' 7 R28= 1,468.907
363 - 353 129 R29= 1,646.619
394 RCL 92 354 'S.L. N S R38. 1,860.614
385 * 355 ARCL X R31= 1,940.817
396 RCL 84 356 PROMPT R32z 2,@89.829
387 + 357 'DEC IKT/2KFT" R33= 2,210.024
398 FS? 19 358 PROMPT R34= 2,325.827
309 XEQ 15 359 FS1 82 R35= 2,435.930
31t STO 04 368 GTO 38 R36= 2,545.933
311 RCL 93 361 FVS 87 R37 2,775.039
312 RCL 85 362 GTO 38 R38= 3,90.845
313 - 363 -USE H.P.=I@I@C* R39= 3,225.51
314 RCL 92 364 PROMPT R48= 3,465.857
315 * 365 GTO 23 R41= 3,695.103
316 RCL 05 366.LBL 38 R42= 4,265.118
317 + 367 -USE M.P.=1849C" R43- 4,845.133
318 1@ 368 PROMPT R44= 5,430.148
319 * 369 GTO 23 R45= 6,928,204
320 STO 85 378 ,END. R46= 1,258083
321LBL 21 R47= 1,40 0.86
322*LBL 23 R48= 1,545.909
323 FIX 0 R49= 1,685.812
324 " FR: " R5# 1,795.815
325 ARCL 94 RN9= @.NO R51= 1,985.818
326 FIX 2 Rol= 1.8o8 R52= 2,915.821
327 PROMPT R82= 2.NO R53= 2,105.824
328 * TR = " R@3= 3.868 R54= 2,195.0?
324 ARCL 05 R@4= 4.008 R55= 2,289.30
338 PROMPT R@5= 5.8NO R56- 2,460.036
331 "RCMU RLT R@6
= 6.=8W R57= 2,620.849
332 AVIEV R@7= 7.=98 R5= 2,775.845
333 PSE RO8= 1,248.083 R59= 2,925.85
334 CLA Rog= 1,388.886 R66= 3,8.85
335 ARCL 81 RIO= 1,515.809 R61= 3,465.107
336 "I" RIIz 1,655.012 R62
= 3,86. 120
337 ARCL 07 R12m 1,760,015 R63= 4,245.133
338 PROMPT R13= 1,865.918 R64 4,639.145
339 FIX G R14 1,950.829 R65= 1,250.803
348 FS? 81 RI5 2,049.823 R66= 1,40.807
341 154 R16
=  2,128.825 R67= 1,550.818
342 FS? 82 R17= 2,298.828 R68= 1,685.813
343 134 RIO= 2,365.833 R69Z 1,800.916
344 FS? 03 R19- 2,525.838 RP78 1,915.019
345 145 R28= 2,665.842 Ri= 2,935.422
346 FS? 84 R21= 2,80? R72= 2, 130.825
347 143 R22= 2,945.852 R73= 2,229.828
348 FS? 95 R23= 3,398.103 R?4= 2,310.931
349 122 R24= 3,655.115 R75= 2,498.936
350 FS? @6 R25= 4,015.126
50
Z-2C BZIGO/HP--I1CT Code (June 1982, 4/4)
R76- 2,60.041 R126= 1,656.019
R77= 2 83M.47 R127% 1,750.023
078= 3,01.852 R128= 1,856.626
R'9= 3,185.058 R129- 1,950.629
R8 3,625.112 R130c 2,(0.633
R81= 4,060.126 R131= 2,145.637
R82= 4,495.139 R132: 2,338.643
R83= 4,945.153 R133= 2,495.85%
RW4- 1,280.84 R134= 2,678.656
R85- 1.465.88 R135= 2,845.183
R$6- 1,658.012 R136= 3,825.199
R87= 1,810.815 R137= 3,475.125
R88= 1,960.019 R138= 3,926.142
R89= 2,104.823 R139= 4,360.157





































3-3 qJ Qfr211 T2U I MfUi WJI=1&fONS UROGL
The Crosswind Landing Limitations program is a straight for-
ward interpretation of the Takeoff and Landing Crosswind
Limits chart on page 11-26 of the E-2C NATOPS manual. Sub-
sequently, it was determined that the same chart is used for
the E-2B and C-2k; hence, the code for those aircraft is ex-
actly the same except for the label that appears in the cal-
culator readout when the program is initially selected. A
separate section for the E-2B and C-2A programs is not in-
cluded.
3.3.1 =322LY 21 Operation
The JWL program loads from extended memory in less than 10
seconds. The press key 33 and observe "0*E-2C IWL*S appear
momentarily in the display."1 Assuming the program is being
used during the setup to landing from an approach or during
a VFP touch and go pattern, the user is then asked for "RWT
HDG = ?" (runway heading). Enter the correct number (010
to 360) followed by R/S. In the same manner, the program
asks for "WIND DIE = ?w and "WIND VUL a ?0. The program
computes x and y positions based on the input parameters
then compares these against an equation for the line defin-
ing the boundary between recommended and not recommended.
Depending on the outcome of the logic, the program will
then, obviously, display "RECOHENIDED" or "NOT RECOE,D".
The program then computes minimum recommeaded lAS for touch-
11 or "0*3-2P IDLeS' or 0*C-2k IL00" as previously noted.
52down (MR,IAS) , headwind (HU) and crossvinI (XV) and displays
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Note: Progroo for E--28 &Mi C-2A Is Vie $0019
Im all respeCts exCpt for ttW vdeser 140061.
5"
9-2C ZWL/HP-IICV Code (June 1982, 1/1)
@1.'LBL "XWL" 38 4.167
62 "*E-2C XL**" 31 /
93 VIEN 32 RCL 84
04 PSE 33 X>Y?
5 "RMY HDG:
"  34 GTO 01
6 PROMPT 35 "RECOMMENDED"
97 STO 0 36 PROMPT
"H*IND DIR1R 37 GTO @2
09 PROMPT 38*LL 91
18 STO @1 39 *HOT RECO,1 "
it lMIND VEL=. 4 PROMPT
12 PROMPT 41LBL 82
13 STO 2 42 RCL @5
14 RCL 4389
15 RCL @1 44 +
16 - 45 STO 6
17 AS 46 FIX 0
18 STO 93 47 "iR, IAS
19 SIN 48 A1RCL 86
20 RCL 82 49 PROMPT
21 * 50 " HW =
22 STO 04 S ARCL 95
23 RCL 83 52 PROMPT
24 CBS 53 * X =
25 RCL 62 54 ARCL 04
26 * 55 PROHPT
27 STO 05 56 GTO2
28 87.5 57 .EN).
29*
55
3.4 §AM1I 31 23 Ofl&MZM2
The best way to understand operation of the calculator is to
create i scenario in which the calculator might be used.
The following scene is typical of what might be expected.
3.4-1 sins thS LM
Assume the mission is complete, marshall instructions have
been received, and the aircraft is proceeding to the as-
signed holding fix with an expected push time. Approximate
distance from present position to the holding fix is suffi-
cient to justify calculating a max range profile. The copi-
lot, most probable operator of the calculator, turns the
HP-i41 on and ensures that USER mode appears in the window.
The FPAS program is selected by SHIFT/KEY1 2 11. The program
operation symbol (a flying "duck") appears in the window
while the FP&S program loads from extended memory to main
memory. Upon completion of the load sequence, the windown
again displays whatever numbers were in the window to begin
with.
KZY 11 is now pushed again to start the program. "*me2C
FP&S@*" appears momentarily in the window as an echo check
verification, followed by "BASIC IT - ?"o Enter 39600, then
R/S. The other prompts occur as follows.
CARGO IT? a 50 1/S
1O. CR13 a ? 5 I/S
12 The yellow SHIFT key doubles the USER functions of each
of go program se ect 4ng keys. KEY 11 is also the START
key for programs in tfie unshifted mode.
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PROFILE? RANGE KEY 12
**lHA RANGE" (momentary echo check)
ALT = FT? 25000 R/S
OAT = C? -15 R/S (key CHS for */-)
lAS = KTS? 155 B/S (current IAS)
FUEL - LBS? 6500 R/S (read from gages)
GS/AVAIL? Y/N YES KEY 15 (assuming CAINS up)
GS = KTS? 250 B/S




*2 IlAS = 169 R/S
*11 TAS = 265 R/S
CR3 a -7 R/S (a tail wind)
RC3O CRS CLG
CC - 27100 f/S
GE = 7150
UPDATE e 30H R/S to repeat data
The pilot now establishes IAS = 169 knots to fly max
range fuel ccnsumption to the marshall holding point. En-
7U'ou., the copilot accesses the max endurance program to
plan a holding airspeed. 13 KEY 13 is pressed and the follow-
ing sequence cf commands and responses occur.
Z222122.1
**RAI ENDURe
ALT a FT? 25000 B/S
OAT a C? -15 R/S
'3 The traditional method of flying max endurance is to set
21 to 22 units anle of attack. The &OA probe, however,
is a pressure differential 1device that Ame sures pressure
t two positions on the surface of a small cylinder. It
s least accurate at slower airspeeds because of lover
static prespure$ and stiction in the mechanism. There is
also a caution in the HATOPS regarding reverse power ef-
fects (ie back side of power curve) at 22u OA. Since
the airspeed inacators are more accurate In a steady
state condition, it is recommended that an output of ;Il-
AS-to-fly be used in preference to an AOA sett-ng.
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1AS a KTS? 169 R/S
PU21 a LBS? 9000 R/S
*D&TA READY'* R/S or KEY 21
'RCHD HE lAS
PRESENT ALT
+az IAS- 126 R/S
GV = '9650 R/S
UPDATE * 30H R/S to repeat data
The pilot enters holding and establishes 126 knots IAS
and cross checks with the AOA. (This airspeed is based on a
9000 pound fuel load and should be updated periodically if a
long period in holding occurs. ME IAS is strictly a func-
tion of gross weight).
3.4 .2 Uss.,. .tke JUN_. mmu9.ql
In hclding, the copilot now accesses the BINGO program by
pressing SHIFT/KEY 21. When loaded, the START key (11) is
pressed. 14
*122C BINGO*
DIST TO GO ? 90 R/S
SELECT..
RIGS, GR, FLAPS 21 KEY 12
2 RIGS GU KEY 13
GEAR UP FU KR? 141
FLAPS UP..
vrn, In ? IPR KR! 25
*Travelinq duck"
?a a 3120 R/S (3120 lbs fuel req'd)
TR - 0.25 f/S (25 min enroute)
A' ssume a BINGO distance of 90 miles has been assigned by
arshal The ship and BINGO field are IFE. The antici-




S.L. IIS - 154 2/S (initial lAS to
start climb)
DEC 1KT/2KFT B/S (decrease IIS
1 knot/2000ft climb)
USE N.P.-1010C R/S to repeat data
This data is duly recorded for possible use later in the
recovery. Commencing the approach, fuel is dumped down to
apprcpriate landing weight. Enroute, the 2-2 is vectored in
the usual manner to allow preceeding aircraft to clear the
bolter pattern. Shortly after setting the approach configu-
raticn, the aircraft just prior to the E-2 manages to foul
the deck indefinitely. k bolter is anticipated for the E-2.
Upon cleaning up, the pilot experiences a jammed landing
gear handle that precludes raising the gear. The flaps come
up satisfactorily. Again, the SINlGO program is accessed.
,IE2C BINGO*
DIST TO GO ? 90 R/S
SELECT.0






TYR, 'R ? IFR
"Traveling Duck"
F2 = 3435 R/S




S.L. IlS = 134 R/S
DEC 1KT/2KFT R/S
OSE 1,,P.1019C R/S to repeat data
Clearance to BINGO is received, and luring the climb, one
of the crew produces a screw driver that frees the landing
gear handle. The gear come up and the pilot reestablishes a
clean configuration.
3.1.3 ZhS 11 Pg IMgn
Leveling off at 20000 feet, the FPAS program is accessed




BASIC WT = ? 39600 R/S
CARGO VT = ? 50 R/S
NO.CREW/PAXU? 5 R/S
PROFILE? RANGE KEY 12
**IX RAINGE*
ALT - FT? 20000 R/S
OLT - C? -10 R/S
IIS a KTS? 165 f/S
FUEL a LBS? 4500 R/S
GS,AVAIL? T/ NO (CAINS is down)
INPUT WIBDS°.
WIND DIR - ? 025 R/S (forecast or
last known)
WIND TEL a ? 50 R/S




$52 IAS* 181 R/S
031 TAS= 259 R/S
*89 a 21 i/S
60
RCHD CRS CIA
CC a 29300 R/S
Gt = 45150 R/S
UPDATE e 301 B/S to repeat data
The pilot elects to remain at 20000 teet, anticipating
higher winds at higher altitude, and calls for the max range
descent program. The following responses are obtained.
DESCENTT KEY 155
*52 DESCENT*
ALT - PT? 20000 i/S (altitude to
descend from)
FUEL = LBS? 4000 R/S (anticipated)








END IkS=156 R/S to repeat data
3.4.4a 1" =ssw S1 ]6IA L ti Program
Checking in with approach the pilot receives the following
pertinent weather data: winds 240 at 30, gusting to 35,
runway 200 in use. The XlL program is called.
XlL KEY 33
*E'-2C XVL**
Rlh!HDG ? 200 i/S
WIND DIR ? 2410 i/S
WIND TEL. ? 35 i/S
RECOMBENDED R/S 
6
HRI&S *107 ifS (sini rcad touch
down speed)
Hi 27 2(5
Ii - 22 i/S to repeat data
Chapter IV
THE E-2B/HP-4lCV PROGRMS
The E-2C program is the standardization format used to de-
sign programs for the E-2B and C-2A. Hence, a detailed ex-
planation for programs for each of the other two aircraft is
not included. The reader is urged to study the E-2C pro-
grams for details on theory of operation.
It is appropriate to mention at this point, however, that
no significant changes have been made in the E-2B NATOPS ma-
nual, Chapter 11, since 1964. Engine aodifications and a
major propeller change have occured since then. Only exper-
ience will determine whether acmputed parameters in this
program are valid.
4.1 MZ k=2 HAZ Pl& G ! 1&
The zajor differences between the E-2B and E-2C programs are
specific equations, listed at the end of this chapter, and
the theory cf operation of the descent profile for the E-2B.
.1.1 PESJi
The max range descent IAS profile for the E-2C is dependent
only on gross weight above 10000 feet, and on gross weight
and altitude below 10000 feet. Program operation is depen-
dent on selecting the correct starting altitude.
- 62 -
63
The E-2B (and C-2A) max range descent IAS profiles are
exponential functions dependent on gross weight and alti-
tude. Regression analysis yielded two sets of equations
that split at 10000 feet to maintain accuracy. Program op-
eration is transparent to the user, but the user is required
to update the IAS at least once every 2000 feet during a
descent.
The following pages document the flowchart and code for
the E-2B PPAS.
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Z)QOGPAt* INITIALIZATION 01 E-28 FPAS
ST~AR T
KEY 11
xQ SIZE 022 
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2-2B 1PAS/3P-#1CV Code (June 1982; 1/3)
$*LBL "STF" 51 * 101 661.7
02 CF 01 52 * 12'
93 CF 92 53 CHS 183 Xt2
04 CF @3 54 38 14 .2
@5 CF 64 55 RCL 85 
185 *
96 CLRG 56 - 16 1
97 '* E28 FPS**" 57 78.67 187 +08 AVIEN .58 s 168 3.5
99 PSE 59 + 199 YtX
t8 "BASIC MT 69 58559 119 1
11 PROMPT 61+ 11-
12 STO 6 62 190 112 RCL 15
13 CR OWMT = ?" 63 / 113 1/X
14 PROMPT 64 INT 114 
*
15 + 65 199 115 1
16 STO 0 66 * 116 +
17 NO. CRE z 67 STO 96 117 .286
18 PROMPT 68 174.838 118 YtX
19 208 69 RCL 91 119 1
20 * 79 75 E-5 120 -
21 RCL 0 71 * 121 5
22 + 72 + 122 *
23 STO 0 73 RCL 82 123 STO 08
24 'PROFILE?' 74 2522 E-6 124 .2
25 PROMPT 75 125*
26+1L 8 76 - 126 !
27 SF 81 77 RCL 91 127 +
28 CF 92 78 RCL 92 128 IX
29 CF 93 79 5588656 E-15 129 RCL 83
30"**NX RNCE*" 80 * 130 *
3! AVIEM $1 * 131 STO 9
32 PSE 82 + 132 1936 E-6
33 XEQ 88 83 RCL 82 133 *
34 RCL 83 84 Xt2 134 RCL 82
35 15 85 RCL 81 135 1590
36 - 86 671 E-15 136 -
37 RCL 92 87 * 137 2112 E-8
38 198 E-5 88 * 138 *
39 * 89 + 139 +
40+ 9 STO 13 140 EtX
41 STO 05 91*LBL 01 141 .982
42 38 92 RCL 02 
142 *
43 RCL O5 93 -6875 E-9 143 STO 10
44- 94. 144 FS? 91
45 -.031 95 1 145 GTO 83
46* 96 + 146 GTO 10
47 1 97 5.2563 147*.BL 02
48 + 9YtX 148 RCL 02
49 .735 99 STO 15 149 91 E-6
59 RCL It 10 RCL 04 150*
741--21 PPAS/1P-41Cv Code (June 1982; 2/3)
151 EtX 291 RCL 12 251#LL C152 1 E-7 292.L8L 95 252 SF 92153* 283 X(? 253 CF 01154 RCL 13 294 GTO 07 254 CF 03155 2.852 285LBL 96 83**X ENlUR*"
156 YtX 296 .5 256 AVIEN157 * 297 RCL 82 257 PSE15 STO 0? 298 E-5 258 XEG 68159 RTN 29 * 259.8L 0916*.BL 93 219 - 26 54.75161 RCL 64 211 RCL 12 261 RCL 81162 RCL 18 212 * 262 155 E-5163 * 213 RCt 13 263 *164 ST0 It 214 + 264 +165.BL 94 215 STO 13 265 STO 13SSARVAIL? Y/N" 216 FS? 83 266 CTO 81167 PROMPT 217 GTO 14 267*LBL 19168.16. E 218 GTO 18 268 XEQ 82169 'GS z KTS?' 219LBL 87 269 RCL 13178 PROMPT 228 .3 279 RCL 17171 ST0 16 221 RCL 82 271 -172 RCL It 222 5 E-6 272 STO 14173 RCL 16 223 * 273 RCL 19174 - 224 - 274*175 STO 12 225 RCL 12 275 STO 11176 GTO 95 226 * 276 BEEP177LBL J 227 RCL 13 277 **DATR READY*,178 "INPUT WINDS..' 228 + 278 PROMPT179 AVIEN 229 STO 13 279 GTO F181 PSE 238 FS? 93 28.1BL 0181 *WIND DIR = '" 231 RTN 281 SF 83182 PROMT 232 GTO 19 282 CF O1
183 STO 17 233LBL 08 283 CF 2184 *MIN1 YEL > 234 'ALT = FT?" 284 *NR DEC ENT185 PROMPT 235 PROMPT 285 RVIEW186 STO 18 236 X(9? 286 PSE187 "/C H G 237 19 287 OALT z FT?*188 PROMPT 238 STO 82 288 PROMPT189 STO 19 239 "AT = C' 289 STO0219 Ra. 17 249 PROMPT 299 'FUEL = LBS?*191 - 241 STO 83 291 PROMPT192 ARS 242 *IRS = KTS?" 292 RC. 89193 COS 243 PROMPT 293 +
194 RC 18 244 STO 4 294 STO 81
195 * 245 'FUEL LBS?" 295 0 81LTALT1% STO 12 246 PROMPT 296 PROMT
197 RCL It 247 RCL H 297 STO 2919 RCL 12 248 + 298 RCL 82199 - 249 STO 81 299 -21STO 16 2 RTN 388 CS
"75
2-28 PIS/iUP-4i1CV Code (June 1982; 3/3)
381 RCL 01 351 "UPDTE RD, IAS* 401 "*MR TASz
"
302 466 352 WVIEN 462 ARCL 11
383 - 353 PSE 463 PROMPT
364 134367 E-13 354 'EYERY 260T" 464 '*ON
365 * 355 AVIEN 465 ARCL 12
361676 E-6 356 PSE 4 PROMPT
367 + 357 "USE 5N SHP* 407 RC D CRS CLG"
368 * 358 VIEN 468 VIEW
309 FIX @ 359 PSE 469 PSE
316 'SHDIST=" 368 Si 84 410 'CC
311 ARCL X 361.B1 15 411 ARCL 6
312 PROMPT 362 "NRD IRS- 412 PROMPT
313#L81. 11 363 ARCL 14 413 GM = *
314 I6 364 PROMPT 414 ARCt 6I
315 RCL 62 365 "NEN ALT = 415 PROMPT
316 X)Y? 366 PROMPT 416 *UPDTE e 36t"
317 GTO 12 367 STO 82 417 AVIE
318 RCL 62 368 GTO 11 418 PSE
319 -77 E-7 369.BL 16 419 GTO 18
326 * 378 RCL 62 42+8LBL 19
321 EX 371 .9 421 +RCHD RE IRS*
322 162.4 372 * 422 AVIEW
323 * 373 LI 423 PSE
324 XEG 16 374 4.5? 424 *+PRESENT ALT"
325 GTO 13 375 + 425 AVIEU
326.8L. 12 376 RCL 81 426 PSE
327 RCL 82 377 46886 427#BL 28
328 -239 E-8 378 - 428 '+ME IAS='
329 * 379 * 429 ARCL 14
336 EtX 388 18686 436 PROMPT
331 153.1 381 / 431 'Q = "
332 * 382 + 432 ARCL 81
333 XEG 16 383 RTN 4-3 PROMPT
334*1L8 13 384*.BL F 434 'UPDATE e 38N'
335 STO 13 385 FIX 8 435 WVIEN
336RCL 12 386 FS? 01 436 PSE
337 X)6? 387 GTO 17 437 GTO 29
338 GTO 06 388 FC? 01 438*LBL G
339 XEG @7 389 GTO 19 439 CF66
34LBL 14 39LBL 17 446 CF 81
341 XEG 82 391 "*RCHI MR IRS' 441 CF 62
342 RCL 13 392 AVIEN 442 CF 83
343 RCL 17 393 PSE 443 CF 84
344 - 394 "*PRESENT ALT' 444 FIX 4
345 STO 14 395 VIEII 445 CLX
346 FS' 64 396 PSE 446 ,END.
347 GTO 15 397.,..L9 18
348 * * NOTE "398 "*fR IRS="
349 AVIED 399 ARCL 14
356 PSE 406 PROMPT
re, h, .~34 .U NOT a' I ""
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Register locations for the E-2B FPAS are the same as for the
E-2C and will not be repeated. Governing equations, obvi-
ous1v, will be different and are listed here for the record.
The beadwind corrections used in this program are the same
as those in the E-2C program. Equations common to both pro-
grams are not listed.
Cruise Ceiling: CC - f (TDIV,GV)
CC = 58550 + 78.67(30-ThEY) -
- (1-0.0031 (30-TDEV)) (0.705) (Gil)
max Range Calibrated Airspeed: IECkS - f(P&,GW)
MRCkS - 1741.838 + 75E-5(GW) - 2522E-6(PA)
+ 5580656E-15(GV) (Ph) + 671E-15(GV) (P&)**2
Max Endurance Calibrated Airspeed: BECkS - f (Gil)
NECIS - 541.75 + 155E-5 (Gil)
Descent Distance: DD - f(PA,W0PA,G§)
ED a(?&-LOP&) ((GU-'400001 (13 436E-13) +(1676E-6))
Max Range Descent CUS (>10000): NRDCAS a f(P&,,G3)
ERDCAS - 153. lexp ((PA) (-2393-8))
+ ( (4.57 + Lii (.9P1) ) (GI-'40000) /10000)
lax Range Descent CIS (<10000): IIRDCAS a f (PArGI)
!RDCAS - 162.4exp((PA) (-772-7))
+ ((41.57 + LN (.9Pt) ) (Gl-40000) /10000)
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4. 2 BING SZ POGR L
The seven BINGO flight configurations used for the E-2C are
used also for the E-2B. Program operation is essentially
the same in all respects.
The fuel and time required values used in the data set
were chosen by taking the smallest value of fuel requirad
per hcrizontal line in the chart (primary) and/or the small-
est time required (secondary). 900 pounds of fuel is used
to add for IFR fuel required.
As in the case of the E-2B FPAS, no significant changes
have been made in the E-2B BINGO charts in spite of engine
modifications and a propeller system change. It is request-
ed that any "gouge" figures used by E-2B squadrons to modify
these numbers be brought to the attention of the author so
that appropriate software changes can be made.
The following pages show flowcharts and prigram code for
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GEAR UP GEAR 00W..SELECT..
FU/FO ONLY
LOL 0 47 L8L 15 Lit. F23 6S Lii FO 7
A' PPSu UP FLAPS FLAPS FLAPS
1/3 2/3 DOWN
F-F6 FSCFO5 CFO7CO CFOS CVOG CFOI CFOS CFOG CFOl
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sr 00 BL J/6
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-8L 04 37 LOL 05 49LOL 06 LOL 07
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217 LO 18 WA
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E-28 BINGO
LK 20 259 276
Rwall Indirect
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2-2B BzxIGO/Hp-41CY Code (Juue 1982; 1/4)
@1*LBL "STB" 51 SF 65 161 GTO 03
62 CF 61 52 *FLAPS UP.. 162 FS? 67
03 CF 62 53 IEN 103 CTO 4
84 CF 63 54 PSE 104 GTO 65
@5 CF 64 55 GTO 08 105.BL 61
06 CF 65 56*LBL I 16 SF 91
07 CF 96 57 CF 85 107 CF 9308 CF 87 58 CF 87 168 CF 95
09 *IE2B BINO* 59 CF 98 169 "38N FT'
1 AVIEN 68 SF 06 111 XED 19
11 PSE 61 *FLAPS 1/3.. 111 249
12 'DIST TO GO ?" 62 IEN 112 XEG 12
3 PROPT 63 PSE 13 79
14 STO 0 64 GTO 08 114 XEQ 13
15 'SELECT..' 65*LBL "F23" 1 15 39
16 RVIEM 66 CF 65 116 GTO 14
17 P 67 CF 66 117tBL 62
16 *ENS, GR, FLPS 68 CF 88 118 CF 05
19 PRONPT 69 SF 07 119 SF 0229K 70 "FLAPS 2/3..' 120 "26 FT'
21 CF 02 71 AVIEW 121 XEQ 19
22 "2 ENGS" 72 PSE 122 79
23 PROIWT 73 GTO 88 123 XEQ 13
24*LK G 744LBL "FD" 124 49
25 SF 88 ?5 CF 85 125 GTO 14
26 "SINGLE ENG... 76 CF 66 126*LBL 83
27 IEN 77 CF 07 127 SF 03
28 PSE 78 CF 68 128 CF 8629 "SE=G;I,FU,OMLY,." 79 "FLAPS DXlI..," 129 "30M6 FT'
36 RVIEN 86 VIEN 136 XEQ 19
31 PSE 81 PSE 131 159
32 GTO 98 82*LBL 88 132 XEQ 12
33.BL C 83 " VFR, IFR ?" 133 99
34 SF 3 84 PROIIPT 134 XEQ 13
35 'GEAR UP' 85#.BL E 135 59
36 PIO PT 86 GTO 69 136 GTO 14
37..8 N 87.SL J 137.1. 1 4
38 CF 03 88 SF 10 138 CF 67
39 *GEAR NN 89*.L 09 139 : 03
41 QVIEN 99 FS? 08 148 SF 64
41 PSE 91 GTO 07 141 2506 FT
42 "SELECT.., 92 FS? 63 142 XEQ 16
43 QVIEN 93 CTO 22 143 179
44PSE 94 FS 05 144 XEQ 12
45 "FU/Fl (NLY* 95 GTO 2 145 119
46 PIOIPT 96 GTO 06 146 XEQ 13
47.L I 97LBL 22 147 59
48 CF 96 9 FS? 65 148 GTO 14
49 CF 67 99 GTO 61 149..L 85
51 CF 88 10 FS? 06 156 CF 63
86
L-28 BIGO/BP-41CY Code (June 
1982; 2/4)
151 SF 85 291 XEQ 11 251 ENTERt
152 "25M FT' 282 *289 FT' 252 INT
153 XE0 10 23 XE9 10 253 STO 03
154 179 204 RTH 254 -
155 XEQ 12 285.BL 13 255 STO 82
156 89 26 XE It 256 RCL 63
157 XEQ 13 297 "18W FT 257 5
158 59 268 XEQ O 258LBL 29
159 GTO 14 289 RTH 259 +
16841 . 66 218..BL 16 268 FS? 81
161 SF 86 211 ' SEA LEVEL" 261 7
162 *150 FT* 212 XEQ 18 262 FS? 82
163 XE9 10 213 8 263 26
164 69 214 XEQ 11 264 FS? 83
165 XEQ I1 2151LBL 17 265 45
1665M FT 216 RCL 266 FS? 84
167 XEQ 18 217 181 267 64
168 39 218 X)Y? 268 FS? 85
169 GIO 14 219 GTO 18 269 83
1701#.8L 87 229 XMY 278 FS? 86
171 CF 98 221 21 271 182
172 SF 87 222 X)Y? 272 FS? 87
173 "1560 FT 223 GTO 19 273 121
174 XEQ 18 224 RCL N 274 +
175 299 225 58 275 STO 03
176 XEO 13 226 / 276 RCL IND X
177 249 227 ENTERt 277 ENTERf
178 9E It 228 INT 278 INT
179 " 586 FT" 229 STO 83 279 STO 84
188 XEQ to 238 - 288 -
181 139 231 STO 82 281 STO 85
1821L8L 14 232 RCL 63 282 1
183 XEQ 11 233 11 283 ST+ 83
184 GTO 16 234 GTO 28 284 RCL IND 83
185L1. 18 235L81. 18 285 ENTERt
186 ASTO 01 236 RCL N 286 INT
187 ASN 237 18 287 STO 06
188 ASTO B7 238 / 288 -
189 RiN 239 ENTERt 289 STO 63
198. 1t11 246 1T 2" RCL 86
191 RCL 241 STO 03 291 RCL 4
192 X)Y? 242 - 292 -
193 GTO 17 243 SIO 82 293 RCL 82
194 RTH 244 RC 03 294 *
1954.DL 15 245 8 295 RCL 94
196 CF 16 246 GTO 20 2% +
197 988 247+MBL 19 297 FS? 18
198 + 248 RCL 298 XEQ 15
199 RTN 249 26 29 STO 64
28i. L81 12 258' 38 RCL 83
87
3-28 BhGO/P-41CT Code (June 1982; 3/4)
391 RL 05 351 FS? 07 
R36= 2,359.632
362 - 352 GTO 38 
R37" 2,546.938
363 RCL 92 353 -USE N.P.= 932C" 
R38= 2,740.644
394 * 354 PROMPT 
R39= 2,936.
395 RCL 95 355 CTO 23 
R46= 3,130.956
366 + 356*LBL 38 
R41= 3,320.192
387 19 357 -USE Et.P, 971C' 
R42= 3,810.117
398 * 358 PROMPT R43= 
4,290.132
399 STO 95 359 GTO 23 
R44= 4,788.147
31@*.BL 21 360 .END. 
R45= 5,270.202
311*.BL 23 
R46= 1, 220.U3R4 7: 1,34 86
312 FIX I R48= 1,470.09
313 *46= 
1,70.909
314 ARCI 64 R492 
1,59012
315 FIX 2 RG= 9.90M 
R,5= 1,718.915
316 PROMPT R91 1.8 9 
R5 1,89.019
317 * T1 = 292= 2.9 
R52= 1,96.9 2
318 amRI 95 R@3= 3.0 
R53= 2,9O0.824
319 PRIOPT R4= 4.ON 
R54= 2,6 0.927
321 -iIIUU ALT = "05= 5.890 R55= 
2,170.630
321 AVIEN R6-- 6.M6 
R 56= 2,336,63
322 PSE R7= 7.9 
R57= 2,49%.040
323 CLA R8= 1,229.963 
r5= 2,636.044
324 ARCL 91 R99= 1,329.906 
R59= 2,779.949
325 1" R19= 1,440.09 
R6#= 2, 90054
326 ARCL 97 R1= 1,529.62 
R61= 3,240.195
327 PMT R12= 1,618.914 R62= 3,589.117
328 FIX I R13= 1,789.617 
R63= 3,929.129
329 " DIST = R 214= 1,790.620 
R64= 4,269.141
338 AR 980 R15= 1,858.922 
R65= 1,249.03
331 PRONPT R16= 1,936.625 
R66= 1,386.07
332 FS! 01 R17= 2,990.628 
R67= 1,520.911
333 162 R18= 2,159.033 
R68= 1,668.914
334 FS? 02 R19= 2,290.838 
269= 11.9.18
335 137 R28= 2,446.843 R7*= 
1,919622
336 FS? 03 R21= 2,5"3.940 
R71= 2,828.925
337 147 R22= 2,730.053 
R72= 2,139.928
338 FS? 64 R23= 3,890.191 
R73= 2,246.@32
339 132 24z 3,399.112 R74- 
2,358335
34 F? 05 25= 3,796.123 
R75= 2,529.041
341 124 R26= 4,900.135 
R76z 2,70M.648
342 FS? 96 R27= 1,240.904 
R77= 2,80.054
343 10" R28= 1,390.907 
R8= 3,956.190
344 FS? 67 R29= 1,530.011 R9 
3,219.16
345 124 R34= 1,680.914 
208= 3,620.129
346 S.L. IRS = R31= 1,800.018 201= 
4,629.135
347 ARCL X R32= 1,920.621 
R82=- 4,430.150
348 PROPT R33= 2,040.24 
R83= 4,83.205
349 "DEC lKT/IKFT" R34= 2,169.626 
R84= 1,26 .94
39! PRIOMPT R35-- 2,256.629 
R8 5-- 1,438. NO
88
E-2B BINGO/EP-41CT Code (June 1982; 4/4)
R86 ,600011R136: 2,780.10?
R87: 11750.915 R137= 3,150.123
R88 192.819 R138= 3,528.137
R89,- 2,060.823 R139- 3,879.152















































4.3 T.4Z -422 ~ZMUU1 LA2L1j LiJflII2!. !R22AI
See the explanation, flowchart and code for the 9-2C pro-
gram.
Rather than repeat the scenario improvised for the E-2c, a






BASIC 3T = 36000 fl/S
CARGO VT a ? 50 R/S
NO. CREW - ?5 B/S
PROFILE? RANGE
**six RANGE*
ALT - PT? 25000 R/S
OAT = C -15 R/5
lAS :Zs? 165 R/S
FUEL LBS? 9500 2/S
GSAVAXL? YIN YES
GS - KTS? 250 B/S
*DATA BRADY* fl/S or KEY 21
*ICND ER XAS
*PRESENT IL?
*52 IAS- 172 R/S
*NR TASs 271 fl/S
*NV =9 fl/S
RC8D CRS CLG
CC = 27600 1/S
GE = 46S50 fl/S




ALT = FT? 25000 R/S
OAT - C? -15 f/S
TAS = KTS? 150 R/S
FUEL = LBS? 6000 R/S
*DATA READY* R/S or KEY 21
+RC3D ME IkS
+PRESENT ALT
+HE XAS - 121 R/S
GV - '43050 R/S
UPDATE e 308 R/S to repeat data
DESCENT KEY l4
*MB DESCENT*
ALT F PT? 25000 R/S
FUEL a LBS? L000 R/S






NRD IAS = 146 R/S
NEV ALT - ? 23000 R/S




DIST TO GO ? 95 R/S
SELECT..





VFR IFR? TYR KEY 15
F = 3030 R/S
TR = 0.29 R/S
RCUND ALT
10000 FT R/S
DIST - 95 R/S
S.L. IS * 1147 R/S
DEC 1KT/1KFT R/S
USE S.P.- 932C i/S to repeat data
4.4.3 o =gss~ u enA L in pi
Refer to section describing program operation for the E-2C.
Chapter T
THE C-21/HP-4ICV PROGRARS
As in the case of the 9-2B, programs for the C-2A were mo-
deled after the E-2C.
5.1 ZZ g-2A ZZU PROGRAj
Program initiaticn and "button-oloqy" are similar to that
for the other two aircraft. The DESCENT profile for the
C-2& is similar to that for the E-2B. An equation for
cruise ceiling's could not be devised from information avai-
lable in the NATOPS." 6 The Sample Program Operation section
gives an example of typical responses.
The following pages are the flowcharts for the C-2A FPAS
and are notated to correspond to the HP-I1CV code that fol-
lows .
Is Interestingly enough, one may obtain the service ceiling
fcr the C-2k although this parameter has l!ttle utility
tc flee t opeRators. A method of obtaining cruise ceil-
ing, theo i mal altitude to fli max range, would seem to
be more i-portint for an aircrift that Can regularly use
max range prof lea.
16 Users of this proqram are advised that, like the 3- B
NITOPS, few corrections have been mae to Chapter 11 in
spite of major changes to the aircraft. If these pro-
gram do not conform to actual performance, the program















OW - BW + *
STO 00.
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R/S
























LIL 01 1 
STIO 02
o/vo .-f(PA) 70 OAT - C2 217
STO 1 5 STO 03
R/S
76 220
m2of(a/vo JAS - KTS?














RANGE~ A~4R C-2A FPAS
(contla)110
SSI - I/SOAT(sfps) SSI- fCTA.PA)
SIO 10
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273















DATA A.COAITI4W 6 -AFA
364
LGL 17 ~ 369 6.1
MRaIA
101














C-21 FPAS/HpP-ICv Code (June 1982; 1/3)
81#LBL "STF" 
1RL08118 TF 51 RCL $2 161 $TO88
62CF61 52 * 162 .2
$3 CF 62 53 146.95 163 .84 CF 63 
18365 CF 64 55 .881235 1@5 +
66 CLRC 56 1546 E-12 166 +'6? "nC2R FPS**" 57 RCL 61 166 I/x
88 WIEN 7 RCL @3
@9 PSE 58 18*
A I'SIC UT = 6" :) - 109 STO 9
11 PROMPT 66 RCL 81 1 936 E-6
12 STO 06 61 * III *
13 "CARGO WT = ?62+ 112 RCL 82
14 PROMPT 63 RCL 82 113 158015 + 64 LN 114 -
65 .1518 115 2112 E-816 STO 08 6   
17 "NO.CREW/PRX=?" 116 *18 PROMPT 6 + I17 +19 2 T 68 STO 13 118 EtX
28 * 69*L8L 61 119 .98221 RCL 8 7S RCL 82 128 *71 -6875 E-9 121 STO 1822 • 72*23 STO 82 
122 FS? 81
24 'PROFILE?" 73 1 23 GTO 8325 PROMPT 75 5.2563 125181 8227 F L1 76 YtX 126 rCL 8228 CF 62 77 ST 15 127 91 E-629 CF 83 78 RCL 04 128*32 **9 X RCF GE*, 79661.7 129 EtX
31 AVIEN so ,/ 130 E-7
32 PSE 81 Xt2 131 E33 XEg 8 82.2 132 RCL 13
34 RCL $3 84 1 133 2.85235 15 84 + 134 YtX
36 - 86 3.5 135 *37 RCL 62 87 .5 13STO 738 198 E-5 87 YX 137 RTN39 * so I 138#LBL 834 + 89- 139 RCL 6441 .TO 05 98 RCL 15 140 RCL 10
42 342 E-18 92 * 141 143 397 E-15 92 # 142 STO I44 K!L 82 94 1 143LBL 8445 * 94 + 144 'GS,AVAIL? Y/N"465 95 286 145 PROMPT47 - 96 YtX 146LBL E48 * 9 147 "GS a KTS?"49 .* 19574 98 - 148 PROMPT49 -1Q9 5 149 STO 16@18* 
158 RCL 11
103
C-2& PPkS/HP-1CV Code (June 1982; 2/3)
151 RL 16 291 * 251 RCL 19
152 - 292 - 252*
153 STO 12 293 RCL 12 253 STO 11
154 GTO 05 294* 254 BEEP
155*LBL J 205 RCL 13 255 *DATA READY**
156 "INP IT WINDS..' 296 + 256 PROMPT
157 AVIEM 297 STO 13 257 GTO F
158 PSE 208 FS? 93 258LBL B
t59 'WIND DIR = ?"  299 RTH 259 SF 83
10 PROMPT 210 GTO 10 260 CF 91
161 STO 17 211*1 L 98 261 CF 92
162 "WIND KE = ?"  212 *ALT a FT?"262 R DESCENT.'
163 PROMPT 213 PRONPT 263 AYIEW
164 STO 18 214 X<@? 264 PSE
165 *A/C DG " 215 10 265 liLT = FT?"
166 PROMPT 216 STO 92 266 PROMPT
167 STO 19 217 *OT C?"' 267 STO 82
168 RL 17 218 PROMPT 268 "FUEL = LgS?'
169 - 219 STO 93 269 PROMPT
179 ABS 229 "IAs = KTS?' 279 RCL 00
171 COS 221 PROMPT 271 +
172 RCL 18 222 STO 04 272 STO 01
173 * 223 *FUEL LBS?" 273 '/0 ALT
174 STO 12 224 PROMPT 274 PROMPT
175 RCL 11 225 RCL 90 275 STO 29
176R EL 12 226 + 276 RCL 82
177 - 227 STO 81 277 -
178 STO 16 228 RTN 278 CHS
179 RCL 12 229.BL C 279 RCL 81
189*LBL 95 238 SF 92 280 35900
181 X(9? 231 CF 91 281 -
182 GTO @7 232 CF 93 282 134367 E-13
183.t.BL 96 233 "*,AX ENDURe' 283 *
184 . 234 AVIEW 284 1676 E-6
185 RCL 92 235 PSE 285 +
186 1 E-5 236 XEQ 08 286 *
187 * 237LBL 09 287 FIX 9
188 - 238 RCL 91 288 "ISNT,DIST="
189 RL 12 239 .0016 289 ARCL X
198* 240 * 29 PROMPT
191 RCL 13 241 46 291LBL 11
192 + 242 + 292 10000
193 Sf0 13 243 STO 13 293 RCL 92
194 FS? 93 244 GTO 91 294 X)Y?
195 GTO 14 2451.BL 18 295 GTO 12
1% GTO 19 246 XEQ 92 2% RCL 2
197.L9 97 247 RCL 13 297 -1413 E-8
198 .3 248 KRL 7 298 *
199 RCL 02 249 - 299 EtX
299 5 E-6 259 SfT 14 399 166.783
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C-23/7PkS/HP-1CV code (June 1982; 3/3)
31* 351* 481 PROMPT
362 XE0 16 352 EtX 462 "GW = "
383 QTO 13 353 9014 E-? 403 ARCL 01
304M.9 12 354 * 404 PROPT
365 RCL 62 355 RCL @1 465 "UPDATEe 3M"
386 CHS 356 35M66 486 AVIEN
367 5677 E-9 357 - 487 PSE
38* 358 * 408 GTO 28
369 EtX 359 + 409LBL G
316 151.563 368 RTH 410 CF 6
311* 361*LBL F 411 CF I1
312 XE9 16 362 FIX 6 412 CF 02
3130,O 13 363 FS? Of 413 CF 63
314 STO 13 364 GTO 17 414 CF 84
315 RC 12 365 FC? 1 415 FIX 4
316 X)@? 366 GTO 19 416 CLX
317 GTO 86 367*L19 17 417 END
318 XE 7 368 "*RCIIMR IS'
319*LBL 14 369 RVJE
326 XEg 82 376 PSE
321 RCL 13 371 *PRESENT ALT*
322 RCL 67 372 QYIEN
323 - 373 PSE
324 TO 14 374*BL 18
325 FS? 04 375 *MR IAS=,
326 GTO 15 376 ARCL 14
327 ** NOTE t" 377 PROMPT
328 AVIEN 378 **MR TRS="
329 PSE 379 ARCL 11
330 "uPTE RD, [AS' 388 PROMPT
331 IWIEM 381 "*N"
332 PSE 382 ARCL 12
333 "EVERY 2609FT" 383 PROMPT
334 AVIEW 384 "GN = "
335 PSE 385 ARC 1
336 'USE 56 SOP' 386 PROMPT
337 AVIEI 387 'UPDATE e 36M"
338 PSE 388 AVIEN
339 SF 94 389 PSE
348*.BL 15 390 GTO 18
341 'ORD IAS=-' 391*LBL 19
342 ARCL 14 392 -,RCHD ME IAS'
343 PROMPT 393 AVIW
344 NE ALT=" 394 PSE
345 PROMT 395 +PRESENT ALT'
346 STO 62 396 VIE
347 GTO 11 397 PSE
348*.BL 16 3984LBL 28
349 RCL 62 399 'HE IQS:a
356 2389 E-8 466 ARCL 14
105
5.1.l3 ~gvjjjg. EuatioI
as in the case for the E-2B, equations common to the E-2C
program will not be listed. ifeadvind corrections are the
sane for the C-2A as the E-2C.
Mlax Range Calibrated Airspeed: ERCAS - f(P&.GI
flECkS = 146.95 - .0019574(PA) + .001235(GW)
+ 342E-1 0(PA) **2 - 3 97E- 15 (PA) ** 3 -
- 1516E-12(GV)**2 + .1518L1(PA)
Max !udurance Calibrated airspeed: 112CAS = f(GW)
flECkS - 416 + .0016(GW)
Descent Distance: DD - f(PA,LOPA.Gl)
r= (PA-LOPA) ((GW-35000) (13'1367E-13)41676E-6)
Max Range Descent CAS (>10000): MNDCIS - f (PJ,GU)
ORDCAS - 151.503exp((-5077E-'9) (PA))
+ (GV-35000)0 9011&E-7exp ( (2389E-8) (PA))




5.2 BI . NA LUGO ! R11
There are only three configurations to choose from when set-
ting up a BINGO profile for the C-2A. So choices are al-
lowed for possible stuck flap situations. The three co-
nfigurations allowed are: 2EGUF, 2EGDFU, and SEGUFO.
It is interesting to note, also, that the fuel required
values for the C-2A are not rounded off to the nearest five
pound increment, and instructions are included on how to ad-
just the fuel required for variations in weight above or be-
low 45000 pounds gross weight. The C-21 BINGO program re-
flects all of these differences while still retaining the
basic operating principles of the E-2C and E-2B programs.
Program initiation is somewhat more extensive than the
other two programs since the C-2U program requires gross
weight. The Sample Program Operation section presents a de-
tailed example of how the program works.
The following flowcharts record the algorithm for the
C-2A BINGO program. Line numbers next to function blocks
reference line numbers in the code listing that follows the
flowcharts.
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DIST TO GO- 7
510 00
A/S
BASIC VT - 2
STO O0
/ 14






! S 26StO ,as KE 2.2
/FULL LSS?
GW -1W - F,
I t/S 32 GU, GO
VEY 13, 23
ARC. x
A/S NOTE: Only three conflguratlSln
mytVllso £11 - fline up
I'S
in l P "" I "1II I . , ql 




LO )40 L G43 LS CS LSL H 6
TWO SINGLE GEAR UP GEARENGINES ENGINE DOWN
2 N5 F03 CFOZ CFOZ SF01 CF02 CF03 SF02 CFSI CF03
INQE EG..GEAR D**AR 0"...*ISEMCAE.U. C F G N -2VU FN







LOLM 01 B 02 LL0
86 0 &L0 102 11603 li
01 02 03




59 XEClI 31 XEQII




AL LBL 11 C-2A BINGO
122 127
NO0TE: Flow *Me not necessarily brogree
Stor aloa T O YE U'wu to 16 from 01. 02. or 03. Yhe Prog
j1gftj 1-6 Inl 01ST can benct and skp to 1? by sucesful
~0I WCO logic qualiVficatiWon a% the aeudlevel
NO of oggrittof, In *@Cf CsffWX&%tof bWiUh.








L17 1I2ndirect addesing to locate
FR. TA value In data met.
37G 0151 TO GO0Go
I- fnterolaion factor SO1
IN I nteger funaction N O
orIL Y 'S
C-2A BINGO





F R S I 04D 














I 0 S 297
/ K CC I I K/I
6/6
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C-2A SINGO/HP-4lC Code (June 1982; 1/3)
61$L -ST8" 51 RYIE 
181 (TO 16
82 CF %1 52 PSE 
182.8i. 82
03 CF 62 53 GT0 68 
183 -258W FT-
@4 CF 03 544.BL C 164 
XEG 16
85 **C2A 6INcO." 55 SF 61 
165 139
6 YIEW 56 C @2 
106 XEQ 11
87 PSE 57 CF 03 
197 '20000 FT*
08 "DIST TO GO ? 58 *GEAR UP.. 
tee XEQ 18
99 PROMPT 59 AVIEN 
109 99
18 STOS I 66 PSE 1le 
XEQ It
iI BASIC MT = 61 "CFGN=2EGUFU..' 
111 *t88 FT"
12 PROIMT 62 AVIEN 
112 XEQ 19
13 STO8 63 PSE 
113 39
14 "CW %T = 64 GTO 08 114 
XEQ 11
15 PROMPT 65LBL 
H 115 GTO 16
16 RCL 8 66 SF 82 116#.BL 
83
17 + 67 CF 01 117 
" 5@0 FT*
18 STO 88 68 CF 03 
118 XEQ 10
19 NO.CREW/PX =?' 69 GEAR DON.. 119 
89
28 PROMPT 78 AVIEd 120 XEQ 
11
21 2W0 71 PSE 
121 (TO 16
22 * 72 "CFGN-2EGDFU.." 122LBL 18
23 RCL 68 73 iVIEW 
123 ASTO 81
24 + 74 PSE 
124 ASHF
25 STO 78 5LL 68 
125 4STO 87
26 FUEL =LS?0 76 " 
VFR, IFR ?" 126 RTH
27 PFUELT 77 PROMPT 
127#LBL 11
28 PRL 88 78*LL E 
128 RCL 88
29 + 79 ;TO 
89 129 X>Y?
38 STO 88 88LBL J 
138 GTO 17
31 FIX 8 81 SF 88 
131 RTN
32.Gw -82LBL 09 132#LBL 
15
33 ARCL X 33 FS? 81 133 
CF 6
34 PROIPT 84 GTO 81 
134 96
35 SELECT,, 85 F5? 82 135 +
36 VIE . 86 GTO 82 
136 RTH
37 PSE 87 GTO 63 
13?'.BL 16
38 "CFGN=2E:SE,GU:D" 881-81 81 
138 " SEA LEVEL'
39 PROIPT "9 38N FT" 
139 XEQ 18
46.8L a 96 XEQ 16 1489
41 *2 ENGS" 91 159 
141 XEQ It
42 PROHPT 92 AEG It 
1428B1 17
43*.DL G 93 '2616 FT' 143 RCL 0
44 94 XE 18 144 1145 CF 11 95 119 
145 X)Y?
46 CF 62 % XEQ 11 146 GTO 
18
47 SINGLE ENG ... 97 "I8U FT* 147 
X(>Y
48 VIEV 98 XEQ 18 148 281
49 PSE " 59 
149 X>Y?
56 "SE=GU,FU,OD1Y.. 188 XEG it 
156 GTO 19
114
C-2 BIUGO/8P-41Cv Code (June 1982; 2/3)
151 RL. 00 291 1 251 CLA
152 50 202 ST+ 03 252 am101
153 / 203 RU. IND 03 253 "P
154 ENTER? 204 ENTERt 254 AR 07
155 [NT 205 [NT 255 PROMT
156 STO 03 266 STO 06 256 FIX @
157 - 207 - 257 " DIST:
158 STO 02 28 STO 03 258 MCI@0
159 1 03 29 RCL V 29 PROPT
16 11 210 2 94 260 FS 01
161 GTO 20 211 - 261 165
1624,81. 18 212 RCL 92 262 FS? 82
163 CL1 M 213 * 263 148
164 19 214 RCL 4 264 FS? 03
165 / 215 + 265 165
166 ENTER 216 FS? 9 266 "S.L. IRS =
167 INT 217 XEQ 15 267 I C X
168 STO 03 218 STO 04 268 PROMPT
169 - 219 RCL 88 269 "DEC IKT/IKFT"
176 STO 2 220 450 270 PROWT
171 RCL 03 221 - 271 *USE N.P.= 932C'
172 9 222 98000 272 PRMPT
173 GTO 28 223 / 273 GTO 23
174.BL 19 224 RUL 94 274 .END.
175 RCL 9 225 *
176 20 226 R!. 04
177 227 +178 ENTER? 228 STO 04 ROB= 8.800
179 INT 229 KL 03 R01= 1.00
186 STO 83 238 RCL 95 R02= 2. 9
181- 231- 103= 3.900
182 STO 2 232 R!L 02 04-4= 4.9ON
183 RL 03 233* W5 5.90
184 5 234 1 85 R962 6.30
I85#9. 29 235 + R7= 7.0
186 + 236 10 Roe- 8.9
187 FS? 01 237 * ftO9= 921.003
188 8 238 STO 05 RI 1,844.86
189 FS? 92 23ltLt 23 RI: 1,166.3U9
1M 27 241 FIX S 212= 1,288.012
191 FS? 03 241 " FR z * RI3 1,416.915
192 46 242 WC. 94 RI4= 1,506.21
193 + 243 FIX 2 RIz 1,62.824194 STO 63 244 PiT R16 1,699.827
195 lIND X 245 * TR z * R17= 1,79.638
I% ENTE!? 246 WM 85 RI6 1,191.32
197 iT 247 PROMPT R194 2,453.641
198 STO 4 241 "IMN ALT a M 2,287.846199 - 249 AVIEN 221: 2,356.182
206 STO 15 25 PSE I22= 2,485.107
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BASIC VT - ? 31000 R/S




ALT = FT? 25000 R/S
OAT - C? -15 R/S
IAS - KTS? 165 R/S
FUEL = LBS? 8000 R/S
GSAVIIL? Y/N NO KEY 25
INPUT WINDS..
WIND DIR - ? 300 R/S
WIND EL ? 45 B/S
A/C HDG - ? 275 R/S
*DATA READY* R/S or KEY 21
RCMD SR IAS
*PRESENT ALT
*31 IIS - 173 R/S
*53 TAS = 271 R/S
*HW 41 R/S
Gg 43100 R/S
UPDATE e 30H R/S to repeat data
ENDUE KEY 13
**NIX INDUR
ALT - FT? 20000 B/S
OAT = C? -10 R/S
IAS - KTS? 150 R/S
FUEL t LBS? 5000 R/S
d"DATI READY* R/S or KEY 21
RCHD HE IAS
+PRESENT ALT
+12 IAS a 110 R/S
117
GE = o0100 R/S
UPDATE e 305 R/S to repeat data
DESCENT KEY 14
*HR DESCENT*
ALT = FT? 26000 R/S
FUEL a LBS? 7000 R/S






32D IAS = 153 R/S
NEV ALT = ? 24000 R/S




DIST TO GO ? 85 R/S
BASIC VT = ? 31000 R/S
CARGO WT = ? 7000 R/S
NO,CREV/PkZ'm? 10 R/S
FUEL = LBS? 4500 R/S






VFR, 1FR ? IFR
FR = 2632 R/S




DIST - 85 1/S
S.L. IAS - 165 B/S
DEC 1lKT/1KPT /S
USE M.P. - 932C R/S to repeat data
5.3.3 Qg£ _la Lnin
Refer to section describing program operation for the E-2C.
Chapter VI
INI BEHORT ICCESSING PROGRAN
Theory of operation is simple and straight forward. One of
three programs loaded in main memory should have set one of
flags 8, 9, or 10 when loaded. When a new program is re-
quested, a program check for the flag already set calls a
subroutine that clears the loaded program. The new program
is then called and loaded.
The next page is a flowchart for this algorithm, and the
next page a code listing.
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MAIN MEMORY ACCESSING PROGRAM
LBL FP 01LIL SQ 1
scos YE CLEAR E2C31400 S709 YES CL ERMPAS




HNAP/EP-SiCT Cod. (Juno 1982; 1/1)
01.18. *FP' 01481 "FP" 8149L FP,
02 FS?08 92 FS? 88 @2 FS?088
83 XE091 03 XE0981 3 D#
84 FS? 18 @4 FS? 18 *4 FS? 18
05 XEQ 3 95 XE083 05 XEG03
069622 968622 960622
07 PSIZE 07 PSIZE g7 PSIZE
@8SF 09 98 SFS 0908SF 89
89 "E2CFPQS' 99 i2BFPAS' 99 *C2PFPQS
It CETP 19 GETP 10 GETP
11 STOP 11 STOP 11 STOP
121.K BI.8C 12#M.8 C5  12#BL Sec.
13 FS? 9 13FS?909 13 FS?9
14 XE992 14 XE9982 14 XE082
15 FS? 10 15 FS? 18 15 FS? 10
16 XE003 16 XE0 03 16 XE0963
17 142 17 142 17 65
18 PSIZE 18 PSIZE 18 PSIZE
19SF088 19 SF 0 19SF 08
29 *E2C8NG4P 29 2BNCO" 29 *C2RBNWO
21 CUTP 21 CETP 21 CETP
22 iZCBDTA* 22 *EZ8BDTA' 22 "C2RBDTW'
23 CUTR 23 CUTR 23 CETR
24 STOP 24 STOP 24 STOP
25481. *XN 25+181 *XM* 25.181 "XU
26 FS?98 26 FS? 08 26 FS?08
27XEQ 01 27 XE0 01 27 XE9 01
28 FS) 99 28 FS? 09 28 FS?09
29 XE002 29 XE0 02 29 XEQ 82
30SF 19 30SF 10 39 SF 10
31 *E2CXM17* 31 'E2BXN* 31 'C2AXN1"
32 GETP 32 CUTP 32 CEIP
33 STOP 33 STOP 33 STOP
3441.8101 34.1.81 1 34.1.81 81
35 CF98 35 CF 08 35 CF088
36 'ST8' 36 ST8* 36 1ST8
37 PCLPS 37 PCLPS 37 PCLPS
38 RIM 38 RTN 38 RIM
39481 92 39491L 92 39481L 92
48CF909 40 CF909 49CF 9
41 'STF* 41 "STF* 41 'STF*
42 PCLPS 42 PCLPS 42 POIPS
43 RIM 43 RIM 43 RTN
44401. 93 44*181 03 44491. 03
45CF 10 4SCF 10 45 CF 19
46 XML' 46 "XM1' 46*I
47 PC1.PS 47 PCLPS 47 PEIPS
48ORTN 48 RTN 48RTN
49 END 49 END 49 END
Chapter VII
CILCULATOR SHIZLDIG
During the course of this project, an opportunity arose in
early May 1982 to travel to RAW-110 at NAS Hiramar to try
several methods of protecting the HP-41CV from electromag-
netic interference (EMI) in the E-2. The EMI was discovered
to adversely affect the HP-41 during an informal test flight
in September 1981. In the intervening period, discussions
were initiated with customer support engineers at Hevlett-
Packard to seek a solution to the problem.
Mcst of their suggestions centered around providing
shielding for the calculator. The HP-I uses a type of cir-
cuitry technology referred to as CMOS. CMOS is sensitive to
external EMI. Program flags in the HP-I are apparently set
by the electric field incident in the cockpitlT whenever the
main beam of the radar passes. Based on a knowledge of the
calculator, it is reasonable to assume that one of those
flags turns the calculator off. No damage occurs when this
happens, either physically or to memory and circuitry. But
the calculator can only be restored to operation by reseat-
ing the batteries.
" Grumman engineers estimate the potential of this field at
30 to 50 vlts per neter in certain areas of the cockpit,
ncst notably ne&r w ndows an mirrors.
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The Hewlett-Packard engineers suggested that considera-
tion be given to conformal coatings for the calculatorts
circuits. Conformal coating is an epoxy like resin formed
around circait parts. The resin can then be coated with
various shielding materials. while this method is feasible,
it would also be impractical. Any warranties would be inva-
lidated and repair becomes virtually impossible.
The only other way to protect the HP-4l is with some form
of external shielding. There are two areas of the calcula-
tor that are suspected of causing the most problems: a lo-
gic hoard directly behind the key pad, and a display driver
hybrid behind the LCD.
The HP engineers sent two types of special purpose plas-
tic tags to try in a shielding experiment. The first was an
anti-static bag, the type used to enclose various electrical
parts for shipment. The second was a nickel laminated plas-
tic bag.
Other shielding ideas consisted of aluminum foil wraps
with appropriate cutouts and a metal mask similar in design
to the overlay masks used on the calculator to label special
use keys.
During the flight in early may, the calculator was un-
wrapFed from a full aluminum foil shield and found to be in
operating order. k second wrap, below the first, exposed
only those areas of the calculator needed to view output and
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operate the keys. The stainless steel mask, manufactured by
shop personnel at NPS, covered the keyboard area. The cal-
culator was held in the vicinity of the kneeboard while the
foil was removed in sections from the bottom up. The calcu-
lator continued to work the entire time; the steel mask re-
mained in place. It appeared at this point that previous
apprehensions concerning failure of the calculator in the
E-2's IMI environment were unfounded. However, by placing
the calculator against the overhead hatch (an obvious ex-
treme) / the phenomena previously explained was duplicated.
The tatteres were reseated and operation restored.
At this point, the anti-static bags were used and found
to be totalli unacceptable for shielding the calculator.
The nickel laminated bags, however, worked quite well. Only
one was required. These bags will be used again in future
efforts if new shielding problems arise. Their main disad-
vantage, however, is the dark, translucent coloring that
makes them somewhat difficult to see through. Lighting ex-
periments would have to be conducted to determine the amount
of night lighting required to use them. Day light use ap-
pears to be no problem.
Mcne of the above experimentation could be examined under
the light of strict compliance with scientific principles.
No fcrmal or rigorous treatment of electromagnetic propaga-
tion theory has been delved into. The work performed, how-
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ever, is sufficient to warrant continued work with the
HP-41ICV in the E-2 cockpit. Original fears that the calcu-
lator would not work at all were unfounded. Currently, it
appears that the only shielding actually required is the
stainless steel mask. This arrangement probably serves to
protect the logic board behind the key pad. It is also in-
portant to point out that the Extended Functions module and
two Extended Hemory modules were installed. The presence of
these modules may have had a net shielding effect for the
display driver hybrid behind the LCD.
Chapter VIII
PROGRAM LOADIUG INSTRUCTIONS
Basic to understanding the instructions listed here is a
familiarity with the HP-41CV. Chapter I gives a brief over-
view, but users are encouraged to read documentation provid-
ed with the calculator by Hewlett-Packard and become famil-
iar uith programming and basic functions. The HP-iCV is
easier to learn than most programmable calculators and the
RPM logic should not be a deterent. Once learned, RPM is
easier than standard operating procedures on other calcula-
tors.
It is assumed that all programs for one particular air-
craft are loaded on magnetic storage cards (magcards). The
total number of magcards varies for each aircraft, but the
operating principles are the same. In those cases where
there is an aircraft or program dependent label or instruc-
tion, that instruction will be written in an E-2C/2-2B/C-2A
format.
It is also assumed that one Extended ?unctions/Memory mo-
dule and two Extended memory modules are mounted in the cal-
culator. Read the HP instructions carefully so that modules
are located in the proper position. The following figure is
an end view of the calculator with a suggested mounting orn-
er. Attention to proper mounting order is important.
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X FUNCTIONS X MEMORY
X MEMORY
Fiqure 2: Suggested Module Mounting Order
Without the modules, the calculator will accomodate only
the FPAS or the BINGO prcgram, not both. XWL could possible
loaded with either one. .ore than one calculator would be
required to have all programs without the modules. (Using
modules is less expensive).
If the program is not already loaded on magcards, manual
qntry will be required. &* The FP&S and BINGO programs each
involve several hundred separate entries."t Once loaded, ap-
propriate user labels will have to be assigned; refer to
program code.
In the following instructions, an underlined label refers
to a function/mode key, boldface refers to alpha/numeric en-
tries.
to See appendix A for data loading instructions for BINGO
deta.
19 Users Wesiring a set of maards are encouraged to send
atout 20 hlank cards for 10ding from the mast r program.
Addresses are listed in Appendix B.
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1. Calculatcr on, set USER mode. USER mode should be on
during the entire procedure.
2. g SIZE 022 (ie. = jjPj SIZE 022)
3. Insert each magcard in order, side one, then side two.
4. ifter the last card is loaded, the window displays
"VORKING" to indicate that program entry is complete and
the code is being packed.
5. i1M.1 STF, E2CFPS/STFE2BFP AS/STF,C2&?P AS Ajj.; iQ
SIVEP (This instuction loads FP$LS into Extended Memory).
6. EN REDIR The display should respond with
"E2C PP S/E2BFPAS/C2kFP AS nn n", indicating successful
loading of the program into Extended Memory).
7. j CLP STF (Clear PPAS from main memory).
8. JXQ SIZE 141
9. Load prcgram cards for the BINGO program.
10. Wal. CLR STBE2CBNGO/STBE2BBUGO/STB.C2ABNGO "HA
11. *Q ShEP
12. j CLP STB
13. 0.1400.140/0.065 E,,T.ER
14,. LN RDTAX (After ALPHA pressed, display prompts for
EINGO data cards).





20. Load XIL program card.
21. ARJ j L IWL,E2CXgL/IUL,E2BKUL/XWL,C211KL ALPH
22. j SAVIP
23. j CLP XUL
24. Load ccntrol program card.
25. SUFTf ag.. (This procedure is very important. The
calculator will pack the control program and place an
END statement at the end of the code. Failure to do
this will result in some very strange responses from the
calculator)
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The calculator is now fully loaded and ready to run. Re-
fer to the section in each chapter regarding how to access
certain programs for correct operation.
Chapter IZ
KNIEBOARD DESIGN
when this project was first proposed to the NADC engineer2o
in charge of sponsoring ?PAS efforts, a request was made to
look into a design for incorporating the HP-4ICV in a conve-
nient kneeboard format. Based on ideas and conversations
with pilots from various aircraft communities, the design on
the following pages is being submitted for consideration.
The design seeks to minimize size and weight, yet retain
room to write on standard 5X8 cards issued by the ship for
card-of-the-day purposes. The current design uses the stan-
dard issue kneeboard. The top was removed and raised by a
spacer to accomodate the thickness dimension of the HP-F1.
A cutout in the top, left of center and aft, allows the cal-
culator to be dropped into a sleeve. Velcro on the bottom
of the calculator and on the sleeve holds the calculator in
place. The sleeve is shaped to let the calculator face lie
flush with the top face of the kneeboard.
The light assembly and lower clip have been removed. A
separate clip board, purchased from a civilian source and
slightly larger than 518, is attached with a hinge to the
upper clip. A 5X8 paper pad will fit on the clip board, and
a 3X5 paper pad, adjacent to the calculator, fits into the
20 Sr. Michael Herskovitz
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upper clip. A small area Immediately t3 the right of the
calculator face could be used to tape a small reference card
to enhance use of the calculator.
The next page shows construction details for the knee-
board. The following pages are photographs of the kneeboarl
constructed by Aeronautical Engineering shop personnel at
YPS. No provisions have been made for an integrated light.
The lights that come with a kneehoard seldom work for an ex-




Figure 3: Kn..board/ilP-4ICV construction Details
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Figure 4: Kneeboard/lP-'41CV, Closed
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A number of auxiliary topics were generated in the course of
preparing this report. Many are outside the scope of this
work but are included here for future reference.
10.1 QUCLUJjVf
1. The HP-41CV is currently one of the most advanced han-
dheld programmable calculators available. There are,
however, pocket sized copqers that use microprocessor
technology that should be examined for potential. Many
are faster when accessing specific data, but they may be
more difficult to learn and and to maintain in a squa-
dron environment. Compliance with F::C regulations must
also be confirmed for operation in aircraft.
2. The kneebcard/HP-41CV combination should alleviate prob-
lems and concerns generated with regards to additional
loose items in the cockpit. Other communities interest-
ed in using the HP-41CV are encouraged to consider this
cr a similar kneeboard design.
3. The kneeboard may provide additional EMI protection for
the HP-41CV in the E-2. Other agencies would have to
conduct appropriate testing to confirm this, however.
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4. The HP-41CV can be used by aircrev not familiar with the
EP-41CV or handheld programmable calculators. However,
at least one person per squadron should be thoroughly
familiar with how the calculator works in order to main-
tain software and program status.
S. The potential to reduce fuel consumption in fleet air-
craft is probably limited. The true benefit to having
the capabilities represented by FPRS program is the
ability tc stretch out a critical situation, such as a
low fuel state BINGO. The use of PPAS in conjunction
with safet y of flight programs such as BINGO will gain
greater acceptance than as a fuel conservation aid.
6. ruring the E2I effects test flight, the original version
cf the E-2C FP&S contained readouts for fuel flow and
horsepower to fly I&S. These values were found to be
radically inaccurate, however, and the equations to gen-
erate those values have been eliminated from all three
PPAS programs. The original purpose in including such
calculations waq to enable the pilot to calculate fuel,
time and distance to go parameters. With a calculator
bandy, however, such parameters can easily be computed
assuming the linear fuel consumption nature of the E-2
and C-2.
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10. 2 iU.Uu ATo IS",
1. It is recommended that a validation of the programs in
this report be undertaken. In that regard, research
funds have been requested through NPS in order to pur-
chase at least one more calculator and appropriate peri-
pherals to support software and continuing research.
Validation efforts will be aonducted in cooperation with
YADC.
2. If there is interest in the C-2 community in a valida-
tion effort, request they contact NADC or myself for as-
sistance.
3. Consideration should be given to incorporating a vali-
dated suite of programs into a RON chip obtained under
contractural agreement with Hewlett-Packard.
4. Pending approval, or failing to approve, a RON chip,
consideration should be given to having program code
converted to printed bar code for non-volatile storage.
The ship environment may be too precarious for magcards
to retain microcode accurately over an extended period
cf time on-board.
5. Upon incorporation of the HP-41CV into daily flight op-
erations, at least one officer per squadron, preferably
from the NITOPS Department, should be appointed to be in
charge of coordinating the squadon's use of the calcula-
tor. Responsibilities would include loading and check-
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ing of hardware, coordination of warranties/maintenance,
and instruction of squadron aircrew in the use of the
calculator.
6. Zinimus E-2/C-2 squadron inventory of HP-41CV calcula-
tors and peripherals should include the following: four
(4) HP-41CV calculators with one (1) Extended Functions/
emory module and two (2) Extended Memory modules per
calculator; two (2) magnetic card readers; one (1) prin-
ter/plotter; and one (1) optical wand (assuming bar code
is available).
7. Cevelopment of other programs to enhance safety of
flight and fuel efficient operation should be researched
and incorporated. The limitation on this effort, howev-
er, is the amount of memory space available in the cal-
culator. This limitation is relieved if 2ore than one
calculator at a time can be used.
8. Bequest information be forwarded concerning the validity
cf using the current issue of the E-2B and C-21 V&TOPS
Manuals for ?PaS and BINGO programs. If SOP or more
current information is available, it should be incorpo-
rated.
9. Incorporate wind at altitude corrections into the 1-2
and C-2 BINGO programs.
10. Research into designing the BINGO programs demonstrated
that a microcomputer based BINGO program could be de-
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signed for use by the ship to quickly plan the fuel re-
quired values for all airving aircraft for each recov-
ery. Such a program could, most importantly, incorpo-
rate adjustments to fuel required for forecast winds
aloft. Quick access could also be obtained for various





The following is a code listing of a short program designed
to icad data in the HP-41CV registers. Indirect addressing
is used so that registers beyond R99 can be loaded.
The program starts with ROO and loads sequentially in an
interactive manner. Assignment of user labels is at the
discretion cf the user. The second half of the program can
be used to read the contents of designated registers. The
program can enter data starting with any register by care-
fully loading an address into the I register. Caution is
urged to prevent overwriting old data or entry of data into





























Perscns interested in obtaining clarification of details in
this report or who desire to pass on corrections can use the
follcving addresses in the time frames indicated.
July 1982 to October 1982
LCDR Dennis R. Ferrell
Naval Post graduate School, SHC 1297
Monterey, CA 93940
October 1982 to march/April 1983
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron
CNE HUNDRED TEN (RVAV-110)
NAS Mi ramar
San D ego, CA 92145
April 1983 to September 1985
Carrier Airborne Earl! Warning Squadron
ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN (VA-115)




The following organizations are designated addressees to re-
ceive copies of this report.
Commanding Officer
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron
ONE HUNDRED TEN (RVAW-11O)
NAS Miramar
San Diego, CA 92145
Commanding Officer
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Sqadron




Cazrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron
ONE HUNDRED FTFTEEN (VRW-115)
FPO San Francisco 96601
LCDR John M. Logan
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY SIx (YAW-126)
FPO New York, NY 09501
Professor A.E. Fuhs
Department of Aeronautical Engineering
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940
Fleet Logistics Support Squadron FIFTY (VRC-50)
NAS Cubi Point
FPO San Francisco 96654
Fleet Logistics Support Squadron
TWE1TY POUR (VRC 2I
NAP Sigonella
FPO New York 09523
Mr. Michael Herskovitz
Code 6051







CAPT J.E. Hoch, Jr.
Project Manager E-2/C-2/ATDS
PHA - 231
Naval Air Systems Command
Washington, D.C. 20361
Commander
Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River, MD 20670
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1. Defense Technical Information Center 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314
2. Library, Code 0142 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93940









Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron I
One Hundred Ten (RVAW-IIO)
NAS Miramar
San Diego, CA 92145
6. Commanding Officer
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron




Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron
One Hundred Fifteen (VAW-II5)
FPO San Francisco 96601
8. LCDR John M. Logan
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron
One Hundred Twenty-Six (VAW-126)
FPO New York, NY 09501







10. Fleet Logistics Support Squadron FIFTY (VRC-50)
NAS Cubi Point
FPO San Francisco 96654
11. Fleet Logistics Support Squadron
TWENY FOUR (VRC-24)
NAF Sigonella
FPO New York 09523
12. Mr. Michael Herskovitz
Code 6051
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 18974





14. CAPT J. E. Hoch, Jr.
Project Manager E-2/C-2/ATDS
PMA-231
Naval Air Systems Command
Washington, DC 20361
15. Commander
Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River, MD 20670
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